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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.—In recent years there has been a marked change in
the books offered as primary grade readers. These changes include:
(1) extensive use of color and pictures, (2) lessening of vocabulary
burden and, (3) an increase in repetition of the basic vocabulary for
greater integration among successive readers.^
There are four distinct vocabularies which develop through
the child’s experiences. His first vocabulary develops through
listening. As soon as he begins to imitate the sounds he hears, he
is beginning to develop his speaking vocabulary. When he enters
school and is introduced to printed symbols of the words he hears
and speaks, he begins to build a reading vocabulary. As he becomes
involved in writing these same words, his fourth vocabulary of writ-
O
ing is beginning to develop.
Teachers are becoming increasingly aware of the differences
in children’s vocabularies and the reasons for these differences.
^George Spache, "New Trends In Primairy-Grade Readers,"
Elementary School Journal, XLII (December, 1941), 283.
2Mildred Dawson and Henry A. Bammon, Fundamentals of Basic




The information available as late as 1962 concerning the size
of a child's vocabulary illustrates the differences. Until 1940 it
was found that average children entering the first grade knew the
meanings of 2,000 to 3,000 words, and increased to about 16,000 words
in the ninth grade. During the 1940's results were published which
indicated larger vocabularies; 14,000 to 17,000 words in the first
grade and about 32,000 in the sixth grade.^
At every age, difference in size of vocabulary is enormous.
Vocabulary development is influenced by general cultural background,
2
by travel, by reading and by direct instruction.
The child has been developing his listening vocabulary for
six years before he enters school in the first grade. It is not sur¬
prising to find at the start his listening vocabulary is so much
larger than his reading vocabulary. Frequently the asstimption is made
that a child can read in an uncontrolled vocabulary situation because
he has a large meaning vocabulary when he enters school.
There have been two studies conducted at Spelman Nursery,
Atlanta, Georgia to determine the extent of pre-school children's
speaking vocabulary. There is variance in the vocabularies of the
^Albert J. Harris, Effective Teaching of Reading (New York;
David McKay Company, Inc., 1962), p. 218.
^Ibid.. p. 219.
Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, Teaching The Child To Read
(New York; The Macmillan Company, 1966), p. 179,
3
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two studies. One study was done in 1935 and the other in 1949. The
1935 report shows a vocabulary score of 336.25 words while the 1949
report showed a variance of 231-240 words spoken by two senior child¬
ren to a low of 1-10 words spoken by 183 senior and 176 junior
children.
It would be the ideal teaching situation if teachers could
teach each child to read the vocabulary that is familiar to him. At
present there are not the facilities, number of trained personnel or
time available to carry out such a program.
This idea was stated by Guy L. Bond;
In most of the child's early listening experiences,
any lack of understanding is accompanied by immediate
remediation (explanation, rephrasing or simplifying).
Such remediation could be in reading development only if
it were possible to change the print on the page (to ex¬
plain, rephrase, or simplify) everytime the child lacked
understanding or did not recognize a word. Individuali¬
zation in a reading program of this sort would be
wonderful, but it has never even been approximated.
Teachers of reading have had to depend mainly on the control¬
led introduction and repetition of words and concepts that basal
reading materials provide. In his early reading experiences the child
^Henrietta Bernice Trawick, "A Comparative Study of the
Vocabularies of Ten Four Year Old Boys and Girls and Ten Three and
One-Half Year Old Boys and Girls in the Nursery School of Spelman
College, Atlanta, Georgia" (unpublished Master's thesis, Atlanta
University, 1935), p. 10.
2
Harriet Nash Chisholm, "A Vocabulary Study of the Words Used
Most Frequently at School by Twenty Senior and Twenty Junior Kinder¬
garten Children" (unpublished Master's thesis, Atlanta University,
1949), p. 16.
3
Bond, op, cit.. p. 179.
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learns to use a new set of visual symbols in order to recognize words
in their printed form. He must be in controlled-vocabulary materials
when new word-recognition instruction is given.^
Two skills are essential in a child’s vocabulary building.
The first is being introduced to a word and incorporating it into his
speaking and understanding vocabulary. Second the child must identify
and recognize the printed symbols with which these new words are to be
2
associated.
There is some disagreement among educators on the use of the
controlled-vocabulary in introducing children to reading. The
controlled-vocabulary is not designed to be the only source from which
children can read but the miniminn vocabulary that should be developed.
For children who have developed sufficient skills for independent
reading, supplementary materials are provided for them in the class¬
room and the library.
The chief problem associated with the restriction and control
of words on the primary level is the selection of appropriate words
to teach. The vocabularies in most modern basal readers have been
scientifically selected on the basis of children's backgrounds of ex¬
perience and maturing interests, abilities and needs. In most cases
they have been taken from standard word lists, which have been de-
O
veloped through extensive research of actual word usage.
^Ibid., p. 180,
William H. Burton et al., Reading in Child Development (New
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc,, 1956), p, 299.
3
Burton, op. cit., p. 180.
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It should be apparent that to control and simplify language,
so necessary for Introducing children to printed symbols, makes the
expression of the printed material seem somewhat Immature. It is
regrettable that this material is so immature, but it is necessary
because it is prepared for children with almost nonexistent reading
ability.^
The vocabulary load in early readers was astonishing, some of
the pages in beginning books contained as many as a hundred new words.
As educators began to learn more about the nature of the learner and
the process of learning, they began to realize that the vocabulary
should be reduced.
In 1922 there was an average of 406 new words taken from
twelve pre-primers. In 1928 the number had been reduced to 378 and
2
by 1931 the number was reduced to 289.
Clarence R, Stone conducted a study to show the continuation
of the trend to reduction. He examined the word lists in readers
with publication dates from 1931 to 1941, widely used in the lower
primary grades. His study revealed on the pre-primer level there
were forty-nine new words for a total of forty-nine words; on the
pre-primer or primer level there were fifty-six new words with a total
of 105 words: on the primer level there were 76 new words with a
total of 181 words; the first reader level had 112 new words for a
^Ibid.. p. 300.
2
Burton, op. cit.. p. 300.
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total of 395 words and the first or second reader level had 213 new
words for a total of 608 words.^
Since the study of Stone, a number of other studies have been
made. Very little reduction has been made and within recent years the
load has remained essentially the same.
The fact that a high percentage of all beginning reading
material is composed of relatively few words has been well proven and
is easily demonstrable. In a recent study done in the Loyola Reading
Clinic, for example, samples of reading material used in the first
three grades were taken from the reading texts issued by three major
publishers. The three hundred commonest words in the English language
referred to as the "Instant Words" because they must be recognized
instantly before the child can gain real reading facility, were found
to make up an average of 63% of the sample. More than half of all the
words a child encounters in reading texts during the first three years
of his reading experience come from a list of only three hundred words.
What is more, the same three hundred common words also comprise nearly
2
one-half of most adult reading material.
Past experience has shown that most children using primary
readers with large vocabularies require continuous drill. On the
other hand, children using readers with light vocabularies learn to
read with complete absorption, and with a minimum of drill. The
^Ibid.. p. 301.
2
Edward Fry, "Teaching A Basic Vocabulary," Elementary
English. XXXVII (January 1960), 38.
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average child masters words faster by reading a succession of books
with light loads than a single book with a heavy list of words*
Evolution of the problem.~-The writer has been a first and
second grade teacher for thirteen years and has become aware of the
differences in the primary reading materials. Many children will
transfer from one school to another during a school year. The change
of school could mean a change of reading series. In the past the
writer has observed that a child changing reading series is not al¬
ways on the same level he was before the change. The writer hoped
that a study of the vocabularies of the reading series to be used
will be an aid to the teacher in helping the child make the transition
from one reading series to another.
Contribution to educational knowledge.—The writer hoped this
study would make contributions to educational knowledge in the follow¬
ing ways;
1. That results of this study would provide teachers with
direct knowledge of the differences in the vocabularies
in different series of primary readers.
2. That results of this study would enable primary teachers
to make adjustments for the differences in vocabularies.
3. That results of this study will serve as a guide for
selecting the vocabulary to be used in experience stories,
labeling items and in selecting independent reading
materials.
84.That results of this study would aid teachers in knowing
when a child possesses a vocabulary that will enable him
to read material related to any one series of readers
analyzed in this study.
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study
was to determine the differences in the vocabularies of five basal
reader series to be used in the primary grades, pre-primer through
grade three.
Purpose of the study.--The major purpose of this study was to
analyze the vocabularies in order to develop a list of words common
to readers, pre-primer through grade three levels in five basal reader
series. The study has developed a list of words which are not common
to readers, pre-primer through grade three levels in five basal reader
series.
The specific purposes of this study were to:
1. Determine which words are common to all series.
2. Determine which words are unique to one series.
3. Determine which words appear in two, three or four series.
4, Determine the rate of introduction of new words.
5, Determine at which level the words are introduced.
6, Determine the words from each series that are found on
Dolch's 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary list.
Limitations of the study.—This study was limited in that only
the five reading series that have been adopted for use by the Atlanta
Board of Education were studied
9
Definition of terms.—For purposes of clarity the following
terms were defined:
1. Controlled-vocabulary - a restricted number of words
generally taken from standard word lists found in
basal readers.^
2. Pre-primer - paper bound booklets averaging about fifty
2
pages in length. Most basal series have three of them.
3. Primer means first book; now that pre-primers come first,
3the primer is the first hard-covered book.
4. First readers follow primers and are intended for use in
the latter part of the year.^
Locale of the study.—This study was conducted during the
second semester and simimer session of the 1966-67 school term at
Atlanta University,
Materials.—Information for this study was gathered from the
following sources:
1. Emmett A. Betts and Carolyn M. Welch, Betts Basic Readers
(Atlanta: American Book Company, 1965).
a. First grade
On Our Way pre-primer 1
Time to Play pre-primer 2
All in a Day pre-primer 3
^Burton, op. cit., p. 180.
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2, Albert J. Harris and Mae Knight Clark, The Macmillan Read¬























3. Paul McKee, M. Lucile Harrison, Annie McCowen and
Elizabeth Lehr, Reading for Meaning (Atlanta:






















4. Helen M. Robinson, Marion Monroe and A. Sterl Artley, The
New Basic Readers (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1962).
a. First grade
Sally. Dick and Jane
Fun With Our Family
Fun Wherever We Are
Fun With Our Friends
More Fun With Our Friends
b. Second grade
Friends Old and New










Roads to Follow level 1
More Roads to Follow level 2
William D, Sheldon, Queenie B. Mills,
Eleanor Z. Diesing, Sheldon Basic
Merle B. Karnes and
Reading Series
(Atlanta: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1963).
a. First grade
At Home pre-primer 1
Here and Near pre-primer 2
Here and Away pre-primer 3
Our School primer
Our Town first reader
b. Second grade
Fields and Fences level 1
Town and Country level 2
c. Third grade
Magic Window level 1
Story Caraven level 2
Method of research.—The method of research employed in this
study was descriptive survey using the technique of content analysis.
Operational steps.—-The steps in the preparation of this study
were as follows:
1. Literature related to this study was reviewed and
summarized.
2. Copies of the books to be used were secured.
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3. The vocabularies were alphabetized and classified accord¬
ing to levels for further study.
4. Findings and conclusions were compiled for presentation
in the final thesis.
Survey of related literature.—The literature reviewed in pre¬
paration for doing this study revealed many educators feel there is a
need for studying the vocabularies of many readers for a grade level.
The literature pointed to a need for developing a vocabulary common to
the reading series to be used. The related literature for this study
was presented under the following sub-headings; (1) purposes for the
studies, (2) research methodology, (3) variations in vocabulary list
and, (4) vocabulary control.
Purposes for vocabulary studies.—The purpose of any reading
material should be to stimulate for the child the experience of a
proficient reader. Even for a beginning reader, fresh material is more
interesting than hearing or reading the same sentences over again.
In order for a teacher to provide fresh material, the vocabu¬
laries of other pre-primers must be known,^
The easiest method of appraising the difficulty of a book is
by analysis of its vocabulary. In the earliest stages of reading, the
unfamiliar words which the child meets in a single book must be kept
^Josephine MacLatchy, “Variety In Pre-Primers,“ Educational
Research Bulletin. XXIII (May, 1944), 113.
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at a minimum if the essential aspects of reading are not to be
strangled by the pressure of drill.^
Josephine McLatchy's study was conducted to compile a list of
words which may be considered the first part of the vocabulary which
textbook writers use: (1) to determine a group of words which are
commonly used in primers and first readers, (2) to give the teacher an
evaluation instrtiment by which to appraise the new words in many
books.^
In Lillian Gentry's report, a vocabulary study of pre-primers
gives the kindergarten and first grade teachers a list of the common
words which children will face as their introductory reading material.
Such a study will allow the teacher to check the book which the child
is reading against the percentage of the words appearing in the first
125 words of the common word list prepared by Lillian Gentry. This
check list can aid the teacher in giving the child many books having
about the same vocabulary. This study also lets the teacher know the
books with the smallest number of different words and the percentage
3
of these words found on the common word list.
One of the well known studies is that of Edward W. Dolch. He
made his study because of a belief that a sight-vocabulary is neces¬
sary and because there has been so much discussion as to what the
^Josephine MacLatchy and Frances Wardwell, "Common Pre-Primer
Words." Educational Reserach Bulletin. XXVII (November, 1948), 199.
^Ibid.. p. 200.
3
Lillian Gentry, A Study of the Vocabulary Loan of Sixty-Six
Pre-Primers." Journal of Educational Research. XL (March, 1950), 527.
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sight vocabulary should be. The problem involved was to find a rea¬
sonably small number of words that are so common in all reading matter
that all children should know them instantly by sight and by knowing
1
this list would be greatly helped in their everyday reading.
The purposes Rudisill had for examining twenty-six pre-primers
and seventeen primers were to determine; (1) the pre-primers which
would prepare best for the reading of each primer, (2) the primers for
which most adequate preparatory material are available in the form of
pre-primers, (3) the best sequence for reading of pre-primers for
children of different abilities and, (4) the best sequence of reading
2
primers by children of different abilities.
If extensive reading at the pre-primer level is desirable and
practicable, a core vocabulary for pre-primer reading should be an
3
aid to functional teaching in a reading program.
With the increased use of the experience approach to beginning
reading, a definite need exists for a word list to guide the teacher
in developing a word recognition necessary for success in beginning
reading. A word list should measure certain criteria if it is to be
of any value. Such a criteria has been established by Fullmer and
Kolson.
^Edward W. Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading (Champaign,
Illinois; The Garrard Press, 1950), p. 263.
2
Mabel Rudisill, "Selection of Pre-Primers and Primers - A
Vocabulary Analysis I," Elementary School Journal. X2CKVIII (May,
1938), 684-85.
3
Roderick Langston, "A Core Vocabulary for Pre-Primer Reading,"
Elementary School Journal, XLI (June, 1941), 766.
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1. Size - The list should be small enough to be handled
efficiently by teachers and pupils.
2. Frequency of use - The list should contain words with
which the child is most likely to come in contact in
reading matter.
3. Level of application - The list should be designed for
a particular grade level or area within a grade level,
4. Manageability - The list should also be so constructed
as to eliminate the need for the teacher to spend ex¬
cessive time in extracting the words she needs.
5. Utility - The list should have numerous applications in
reading prograxos.
6. Consistency - The list should be formulated by the use
of research techniques established by previous in¬
vestigators in the area of inquiry.
7. Currency - The list should be based upon current data in
the area.
8. Inclusiveness - The list should be derived from a major
proportion of sources so as to justify the generaliza¬
tions.
9. Significant - The list should correlate with the findings
of other investigators in the area of inquiry,^
Research methodology.—Edward W. Dolch compiled the results of
three studies to develop his sight vocabulary. The first list was
published by the Child Study Committee of the International Kindergar¬
ten Union, It contained 2,596 words most frequently used by children
before entering first grade. A total of 510 words were chosen that
had a frequency of 100 or more.
The second list was the first 500 words of the Gates list. It
is recognized as containing words of first important for children's
reading.
^Daniel W. Fullmer and Clifford J. Kolson, "Beginning Reading
Vocabulary," Journal of Educational Research. LIV (March, 1961), 270.
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The third list was that compiled by Wheeler and Howell con¬
sisting of the 453 words most frequently found in ten perimers and ten
first-readers published between 1922 and 1929.
This list, compiled by Dolch, still represents, as far as the
most common words are concerned, the actual reading material common in
grade one and therefore the vocabulary upon which all later grade
reading is built. It is called basic because it includes the service
or tool words that are used in all writing no matter what the subject.
There are no nouns included in this list. Nouns cannot be of
universal use because each noun is tied to special subject matter,^
In a 1944 report by MacLatchy, twelve pre-primers were chosen.
They were selected on the basis of (1) a vocabulary of a few words
widely selected, (2) interesting stories in which words and pictures
supplement each other and, (3) illustrations which if widely used
will add richness to the story.
The results were in table form. Table I shows the number of
new words used in each pre-primer and the repetition of words first
used in other pre-primers which precede it on the list. Table II
shows 160 different words used in twelve pre-primers and arranged
2
alphabetically. All names of persons were omitted.
MacLatchy and Wardwell conducted a study in 1948 to show the
distribution of words by the use of tables,
^Dolch, op. cit.. pp. 263-268.
^MacLatchy, op, cit.. XXII, 114-115.
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In Table I the number of pre-primers in which each word is
used was shown. Table II shows the number of primers in which each of
the 104 pre-primer words is used. In Table III the words used in four
or fewer pre-primers are listed which are found in ten or more
primers. Table IV gives the pre-primer words found in four or fewer
pre-primers.^
Daniel Fullmer compiled his list by tabulating the frequency
of occurrence of individual words in eleven basal reading series. A
total of forty-five pre-primers, primers and first readers published
between 1954 and 1959 were included in this study.
The list was correlated with the International Kindergarten
Union List and the Dolch Basic Vocabulary. Root words and derivities
9
were counted as separate words.
In Gentry's study sixty-six pre-primers dated since 1930 were
used. The total list of sixt3^six primer words were compared to find
the number of books in which each word appeared. The total ninnber of
3
words compared was six hundred.
To develop "A Core Vocabulary for Pre-Primer Reading,"
Langston studied the word done by Aline Gross who used ten primers
for studyings. Langston used ten pre-primers not included in the
former study with publication dates from 1931 to 1940. Each pre-
^MacLatchy and Wardwell, op. cit., XXVII, 200-04.
^Fullmer, op. cit.. p, 271.
O
-'Gentry, op. cit.. p, 525.
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primer was analyzed individually and words tabulated in alphabetical
order. Total frequency of use of each word was given.^
A page by page tabulation of the occurrence of words in
twenty-six pre-primers and seventeen primers was the method of
Rudisill's study. All variants of words were counted separately.
Her study accounted for (1) the number of words which each pre-primer
has in common with each primer, (2) the number of words each pre¬
primer has in common with each other pre-primer, (3) the number of
words which each primer has in common with each other primer. Fre¬
quencies of less than four were not included.
The results were computed in percentage form giving the
(1) percentage of the vocabulary of each pre-primer that is contained
in each primer, (2) percentage of the vocabulary of each primer that
is contained in each pre-primer, (3) percentage of the vocabulary of
each pre-primer that is contained in each other pre-primer and,
(4) percentage of the vocabulary of each primer that is contained in
2
each other primer.
Kearney tabulated this report after examining 121 first grade
readers; forty-two pre-primers, thirty-eight primers and forty-one
first readers published between 1930 and 1940. The results were given
in tables to show the 200 most common words of forty-two pre-primers,
200 most common words of thirty primers and 200 most common words of
^Langston, op. cit.. p. 770.
^Rudisill, op. cit.. XXXVII, 683-84.
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forty-one first readers. The final column showed the 200 most fre¬
quently used words in the combined pre-primers, primers and first
readers. Variations in word forms counted as one word.^
Reeve's study was made on the basic pre-primers, primers and
first readers of seven reading series (pre-primers, primers and first
readers) were tabulated. Proper names were omitted because they do
not carry over from one series to another. Root words and their
2inflected forms were counted as one word.
Variations in vocabulary lists.--The results of the studies
varied as did the purposes and the methods used in obtaining the re¬
sults.
Stone's report, which was based on twenty pre-primers from
1931-40, inclusive, revealed a wide range in vocabulary of the various
booklets studied. The report lists the one hundred words found to be
most important and presents a study of the comparative difficulty of
the pre-primers on the basis of vocabulary load, as determined by
simplicity of words and repetition.
In this study not a single word appeared in all twenty pre¬
primers. The total number of different words appearing in the twenty
pre-primers was 359. Of these 186 appear in only one book, fifty-
four in only two and twenty-nine in only three. There were ninety,
not counting names of characters, which appeared in four or more of
^N. C. Kearney, "An Analysis of the Vocabulary of First Grade
Reading Material," Journal of Educational Research, XLIII (March,
1950), 482-91.
2
Olive R. Reeve, "The Vocabulary of Seven Primary Reading
Series," Elementary English. XXXV (April, 1958), 237.
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the twenty books. At least 757o of the words in the pre-primers to be
used as the child's first textbook should be within these most im¬
portant one hundred words. Nine of the pre-primers met the standard
of containing the one hundred words while five fell far below it.^
From Dolch's study the "Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220 Words,"
was derived. This lis t has been published and is widely used as a
basis for selecting material to be used with the primary grades.
There was a wide variance in the vocabularies of first grade
reading books studied by Kearney. There were 720 different words
used in the forty-one first readers. In all 2,691 different words
were used in 121 books. There were 34,809 running words in forty-two
pre-primers, 183,927 in the thirty-eight primers, 349,565 in the
forty-one first readers and 568,301 in all 121 first grade reading
books.^
Langston, when examining the study of Gross, found a total of
8,831 words and 393 different words were used. By examining a study
of H. M. Curtis, Langston found twelve pre-primers with 11,914 words
but only 241 different words. From his studies he developed a core
vocabulary based on frequency of use of words. This vocabulary in¬
cludes almost entirely the spoken vocabulary of children at the age
when they would enter school. The words in the core vocabulary will
have a carry-over value in reading throughout the primary grades. It
may be possible that the mastery of a core vocabulary would reduce the
^C. R. Stone, "Vocabularies of Twenty Pre-Primers," Elementary
School Journal, XLI (February, 1941), 423-425.
2
Kearney, op. cit., p. 481.
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number of unknown words to a point where the child could turn with
relative ease from the material in one pre-primer to that in another,^
By using only seven reading series Reeve's total of different
words was somewhat smaller than some of the other studies, A total of
633 different words were introduced. There were 109 words common to
all series and forty-one additional words appearing in six of the
seven series, making a total of 150 words common to six or more
series. The total number of new words introduced in all the basic
pre-primers of the seven series totaled 115 words. Sixty-six or 577,
of these words were included in the 109 common words to all seven
series. Two hundred one words of the 633 different words appeared in
only one of the series. The number of words beginning with certain
consonants varied while the number of new words appearing in only one
2
series varied from four in series A to sixty-four in series G.
The report by Fullmer and Kolson showed a final list contain¬
ing 184 words which could be used by pupils. The acceptance of
frequency of 50% is implied in the acceptance of the Dolch list.
This list meets all the criteria set forth earlier by Fullmer and
Kolson.^
Another variation in the vocabulary of pre-primers was fotind
in Gentry's study. From the sixty-six pre-primers used in the study
a list of 600 words was developed. Two hundred fifty of the six
^Langston, op. cit.. p. 773,
2
Reeve, op. cit.. p. 240.
O
Fulltoer and Kolson, op. cit., p. 271.
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hundred appeared in three or more pre-primers. A second list of the
next 125 words was made. These words appear in nine pre-primers or
less. Also given was a total list arranged according to the percent¬
age of words found in the 125 first common word list.^
MacLatchy found that no one word is common in all the twelve
pre-primers. Two words are used in eleven books. More than half of
the words are used in only one book. The words are grouped in a
2list according to the number of books in which each is used.
Vocabulary control.—Both pre-primers and primers vary widely
with respect to the total number of different words. There is great
variation in the extent to which the vocabularies of pre-primers are
identical. Because of the wide variation in the extent to which the
pre-primers are identical, the sequence in which these books are read
is an important factor determining a child's progress in beginning
reading.^
There is a growing tendency to examine carefully and in some
cases to revise our attitudes toward vocabulary controls in primary
reading. For brighter students there is a feeling that often repeated
words need little or no emphasis, as they will learn incidently, while
for slower pupils, a careful teaching of common words will give
^Gentry, op. cit.. pp. 525-29.
^MacLatchy, op. cit.. XXIII, p. 117.
3
Mabel Rudisill, "A Vocabulary Analysis, II," Elementary
School Journal. XXXVIII (June, 1938), 775.
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adequate reading skills for normal purposes if there is training in
phonetics and simple dictionary techniques included.^
For those teachers who use many series in first grade de¬
velopment programs and also have different groups using different
series, the common list makes a basic list when working with the en¬
tire group in class activities of experience charts, word games and
word drills.
The number of words introduced in each series may not be a
complete picture of the difficulty of the series in relation to other
series. It is important to know the specific words introduced in each
series as well as the vocabulary count if one is moving from one
series to another.^
By keeping track of the words the children are learning be¬
sides those in the pre-primer they are reading, the teacher knows when
it is safe for a child to read a pre-primer from another series all by
himself. A chart compiled by Helen Behn of San Francisco of eight
modern reading series, helps the teacher to determine quickly when the
3child's vocabulary is adequate for another particular book.
Svmmarv of related literature.—There is a great variance in
the vocabularies of first grade reading materials. The number of words
^Kearney, op. cit.. pp. 492-93.
n
Reeve, op. cit., p, 240.
3
Miles A. Tinker and Constance M. McCullough, Teaching
Elementary Reading (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1962),
p. 410.
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in one series is no guide as to the ease to which any one series may
be used.
In order to read materials from some source other than one
series, there is a need for a common vocabulary of all the series to
be used. Such a common list will enable the teacher to know when the
child is ready for another series, reading independently and a basic
for extra teacher-pupil prepared reading materials.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
The problem involved in this study determined the differences
in the vocabularies of five basal reader series. These readers are
used in the primary grades, pre-primer through grade three levels.
This study points out the differences in the five reader series
through the development of vocabulary lists. These lists show:
(1) the words common to all series, (2) the words unique to one series
and, (3) the words conomon to two, three, or four series. In addition
the study concerned itself with vocabulary control, involving (a)
rate of introduction of new words, (b) the level at which new words
were introduced and, (c) the extent of inclusion of Dolch's Sight
Vocabulary in each series.
In developing the vocabulary lists, nine books of each five
basal series were used. The basal series from which these lists were
compiled were:
1, Emmett A. Betts and Carolyn M. Welch, Betts Basic
Readers (Atlanta: American Book Company, 1965).
2. Albert J, Harris and Mae Knight Clark, The Macmillan




3. Paul McKee, M. Lucile Harrison, Annie McCowen, and
Elizabeth Lehr, Reading for Meaning (Atlanta:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1963).
4. Helen M, Robinson, Marion Monroe, and A. Sterl Artley,
The New Basic Readers (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1962).
5. William D, Sheldon, Queenie B. Mills, Merle B. Karnes,
and Eleanor Z. Diesing, Sheldon Basic Reading
Series (Atlanta; Allyn and Bacon, Inc,







6. Second reader - level 1
7. Second reader - level 2
8. Third reader - level 1
9. Third reader - level 2
The vocabularies of the five basal readers were combined to
form a master word list. This list was developed by a detailed analy¬
sis of each book in each series. The alphabetizing of each series
provided the accumulation of data necessary for a detailed study.
The vocabulary lists of this study include only the root
words. The following exceptions are noted:
1, Contractions with one or more letters omitted,
2, Additions such as s, ed, er, ies, or ly which changed
the meaning of the word
3, Words beginning with the commonly used prefixes dis,
un, and re.
All proper nouns were omitted from the vocabulary lists. Variant
forms are not counted when they are formed by adding s, es, d, ed, ing,
est, n, er, ly, or y to known words. Where the teacher's guide
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accompanying the readers designated lists of words not to be taught
as new words, "assumed words," these words were omitted from the
vocabulary lists.
The data were organized for presentation in this chapter in
terms of:
1, Inclusive and non-inclusive vocabularies occurring
in five basal reader series.
2. An analysis of the basal reader series in terms of
vocabulary control.
An overview of the total analysis revealed that 2,368 dif¬
ferent words were presented as new words in the basal readers
analyzed. These words will appear on the two inclusive lists to be
presented in this chapter. The non-inclusive list will present
those words unique to one series on five separate sections identified
by the publisher of the series.
The rate of introduction of new words is consistent with the
trend to offer a few new words on the pre-primer level and increase
the number of new words as reading becomes more meaningful to a child.
The vocabularies of the five basal reader series measured up
to the Basic Sight Vocabulary developed by Edward Dolch. Each series
omitted some of the words of the Basic Sight Vocabulary, The highest
number of words omitted was thirteen with three of these being in¬
cluded in another form. The smallest ntnnber of words omitted was
five with three being included in another form.
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Inclusive and Non-Inclusive Vocabularies
Inclusive vocabularies
The vocabularies presented in this section appear on two
separate list: (1) words common to all series, and (2) words common
to two, three or four series. The words on the all-inclusive list
are considered first in importance. Such a list is useful because
knowledge of these common words may facilitate use of supplementary
series, co-basals as well as provide a vocabulary from which words can
be selected for building experience stories, and for use on visuals
used in primary classrooms.
These vocabulary lists are comprised of words with which the
primary grade child is familiar. Because the words are familiar to a
child and are meaningful, the experience of reading is made easier.
The common animals the child knows are included. They are the bear,
bird, bunny, cat, chicken, dog, elephant, giraffe, fish, fox, goat,
kangaroo, kitten, lamb, puppy, monkey, puppy, rabbit, snake and
squirrel. From these lists he learns to read the names of colors.
The color words included are red, blue, yellow, green, black, brown,
white, orange, pink, purple. Contractions are included on the two
lists. The child can learn a word faster if it is a part of his
speaking vocabulary.
List I includes 581 words appearing in all of the basal
reader series for grades one through three. This should be con¬
sidered the minimum number of words to be learned by the completion
of the third grade. List II includes 970 words appearing in two.
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three, or four basal reader series. These words are considered
second in importance as they may be encountered in two, three or four
of the basal reader series analyzed.
List I—Words Common To All Five Series
a because car door
able bed care down
about been carry dress
above before cat drink
across began catch drive
act begin caught dry
afraid behind chair during
after believe chance each
again best choose early
against better chicken earth
airplane between chief easy
all big children eat
almost bird clean edge
alone birthday climb egg
always black close elephant
am blow clothes else
an blue come empty
and board continue enough
angry boat cook enter
answer book corner even
any both could ever
are boy country every
arm branch course excite
around brave cover explain
as breakfast cow eye
ask bright crowd face
at broke cry fair
away brother cut fall
baby brown danger family
back brought dark far
bad build day farm
bag ' bus dear farther
bake bush decide fast
ball busy did fat
bank but different father
bark by direct feather
barn cage disappear feel
basket cake discover felt
be call do few
bear came does field
beg can dog fill
beat can't done final
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List I--Continued
find hang kind morning
fine happen king most
finish happy kitchen mother
fire harbor kitten mouth
first hard knew move
fish has know much
five have land music
fix he large must
flew heard last my
floor heavy late need
flower held laugh neighbor
fly hello lead new
follow help lean next
food her leap night
fool here learn no
foot hide leave noise
for high left noon
found him leg not
four his let nothing
fox hold letter notice
free hole life now
friend home loft ocean
fright hop like of
from hope lion off-
front horse listen often
fruit hour little oh
full house live old
fun how lone on
gate hungry long once
gather hurry look one
gave hurt loud only
get I love open
girl ice made or
give I'd mall other
glad idea make our
go if man out
goat I'll many over
good important matter own
got in may paint
grass instead me paper
gray interest mean parade
great is men park
green it met party
grew I've middle pass
grow jump milk paw
guess just minute penny
had keep mirror people
hand kept more perhaps
List I—Continued
pet rush step tomorrow
picture sad stick too
piece said still took
pig sail stone touch
place sang stood town
plant sat stop track
play saw store train
please say story tree
pocket scare strange trick
point school street trip
police seat strong trouble
pop second such truck
poor see sudden true
pretty seem sugar try
prince seen suit turn
promise seven summer two
proud several sun uncle
pull sew supper under
puppy shall sure until
push she surprise up
put shoe table us
question short tail use
quick should take vegetable
quiet shoulder talk very
quite shout telephone village
rabbit show tell visit
radio sight thank voice
rain sister that wagon
ran sit the walk
reach six their want
read sleep them warn
ready slow then was
real small there wash
red smile these watch
remember snow they water
reply so thing wave
return soft think way
ride some third we
right soon this wear
river sorry those week
roar sound thought well
roast spot three went
rock spread through were
rode spring throw what
roof squirrel tie when
room star time where
rope start together which
run stay told while
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List I-~Continued
whisper window won' t wrong
whistle winter wood yard
white wish work yellow
who with world yes
why woman worry you
wild women would you'll
will wonder write your
zoo
List II—Words Common To Two, Three, Or Four Series
add aunt blew business
address automobile block butcher
adventure autumn blood butter
ago awake boast buttom
agree awful body buzz
ah baggage boil cabin
ahead bake bone calf
aim banana boots camera
air bang born camp
airport bar bother canary
alarm base bottom candle
allow bat bought candy
along bath bounce cannon
alphabet battery bow canvas
already battle bowed cap
also beach bowl captain
although bean box capture
amaze beast brass card
among beautiful bread careful
announce beauty break carol
another. become breadth carpenter
anxious bee bridge carrot
apartment bell bring cart
appear belong broke case
apple below brook cast
approach bend brush castle
apron berry bubble cellar
army beside buckskin cent
arrive best buffaloe certain
arrow beyond built chain
ashore bicycle bunch change
asleep bill bump charge
astonish bike bunch chatter
ate bit bundle check
attack bite bunny cheer
attention blast bury cherry
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List II—Continued
chest cream drag favorite
chew crept draw favor
child cried dream fawn
chimney crop drew fear
choose cross drift feast
chose crow drip fed
chuckle crown drove feed
circus cruel drown fence
claim cup duck fierce
clang curious dug fifteen
clap curly dusk fifth
claw curtain eager fiftycliff customer eagle fight
clip dad ear figure
clippety daddy earn finger
clock dance eight fit
cloth dash either flagcloud daughter electric flame
clown deal elevator flash
coach deck eleven float
coal decorate end flock
coat deep enemy fog
cold deer engine folks
collar delicious enjoy force
collect delighted enormous forest
color deliver escape forgetcomb depend especially forgotcomfort describe evening fort
coming deserts event forth
common desk exact forty
company diamond examine forward
complete didn't example fourth
conductor die except fox
contest difference exercise frame
cool difficult expect freeze
cooper dig expensive fresh
copy dining experiment frog
corn dinner express fur
corral dirt extra gallop
correct disappoint fact game
cost dish fail garden
cottage distance fairy gardenia
couldn't dock familiar gasp
count doctor famous gay
courage doll fancy gaze
crack dollar far geese
crash donkey fasten gentle
crawl don't fat giant
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List II—Continued
gift hid jewels lose
gingerbread hill join lot
giraffe himself joke low




glove hit judge lying
gobble hitch juice machine
goes holiday kangaroo mad
gold hollow kettle magic
gone honey key main
good-by honorable kick majesty
goodness hoof kill mamma
goose hook kite manage
grab horn knee mark
grain hose knife market
grandfather hospital knock mary
grandmother hot lad marry
granny hound ladder marsh
gratefully howl lady master
grin huge laid mattress
ground hum lake maybe
group hundred lamb meant
growl hung language meat
grunt husband lap meet
guard I'm lay melt
guest imagine lazy mention
gun immediate least merry
habit impatient least message
hair impossible leather metal
half inch led midnight
hall indeed lend might
hammer inn length mile
hand inquire less mill
handkerchief insect lesson mind
handle insist let's mine
happiness intelligence lettuce mischief
hat intend level miss
hate interrupt library mistake
hay into lie mix
head invent light moment
hear invisible lightning money
heart invite line monkey
helicopter iron lip month
heel island list moon
he’ll it's load motor
hen jacket lock mountain
herself jar log mouse
he's jelly loose mud
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List II-Continued
mule parent possible remain
museum part post remarkable
mustache passenger pot rent
myself past potato repair
mystery picture pound repeat
nail pat pour respect
narrow patch power rest
near path practice reward
neat patient praise ribbon
neck pay prepare rich
needle peach present rid
neither peanut president ring
nest pedal press ripe
net peddle pretend road
never peek princess rob
nibble pen print robe
nice pencil prize roll
nickel perfect probably root
nine person problem round
nod pick professor row
none picnic protect rub
nor pie puff rug
north pigeon pumpkin rule
nose pile purple rustle
note pillow puzzle saddle
notion pilot quarrell safe
number pink quarter sale
nut pioneers queen salt
oak pipe queer same
obey pirate race sandwich
o'clock pitch rag satisfied
offer place railroad save
office plain raise scatter
oil plan ranch scene
orange plate rang science
order pleasant range scold
oriole plenty rapid scratch
ought plow rather scream
ourselves plung rattle scrubb
oven poke realize sea
owl pole really search
pack polite reason season
page pond receive secret
paid pony recognize seed
pail pool record selfish
pair porch refrigerator sell
palace porcupine refuse send
pan position reins sense
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List II—’Continued
sent snap straight though
serious sneeze straw thousand
serve sniff stream threw
service soap stretch thumb
set sold strike thunder
settle soldier string ticket
shadow solve stripe tight
shake son struck tiny
shape song struggle tip
sharp soup stuck tired
sheep south study toe
sheet space success tongue
shelf spark suggest tool
shine speak super toot
shirt special suppose tooth
shook speed swam top
shoot spied swan tower
shore spill sweep toy
shot spin sweet trade
shove spirit swept traffic
shovel splash swift trail
shriek spoil swim trap
shut spoke swing travel
sick spot swish treasure
side square switch treat
sigh squawk syllable tremble
signal squeak tale trive
silent squeal tall tried
silk squeeze tap trolley
silly- stage tape truth
silver stairs taste tube
simple stamp taught tune
since stand teach tunnel
sing state team turkey
sir station tear turnip
size statue tease turtle
skate steal teeth TV
skein steam television twelve
skins steel ten twice
skunk steep tent twin
sly steer tepee ugly
slept stem terrible umbrella
slid sting test unhappy
slip stocking than united
smart stole thick upstairs
smoke stomach thief upward
smooth storm thin usual
































The compilation of words labeled "non-inclusive" present 817
words used exclusively by one of the five basal reader series. These
words assume importance because they would be encountered when read¬
ing from a different series.




3. Houghton-Mifflin . 197
4. Macmillan 290
5. Scott-Foresman 119
The Macmillan series included the largest number of words not
found on any other list. A child reading from this series, even
though he has learned a large number of words, would find the words of
little use if changing to another series.
The American series included the smallest number of words that
do not appear on another list. This would enable a reader from the
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American series to change to another series with more ease because his
vocabulary is more consistent with the other series.
The Houghton-Mifflin series, with 197 words not Included on
another list would present the second series with a high number of
words not included on another list. These words have little carry¬
over value to another series.
The Allyn Bacon series and the Scott-Foresman series vary
little with the occurrence of words unique to their series. There are
still more than a hundred words from each that would not be included
in the reading from another of the five basal readers studied.
The words that are unique to one series appear on List III.
The words are divided into five sections and are identified by the
publisher of the series.
List III—Words Unique To One Series
Allyn-Bacon
aboard chipmunk flap lump
acrobats chocolate flick madam
alligator church flute measure
antler clop garbage mend
arrest clup gypsy mice
bandage coronation ha monitor
banner crabs hinges nurse
bargain crumpet hurrah octopus
beep cub ill ordinary
bonnet deed jackel paddle
bound dessert jack-o-lantern pale
bow-wow disobey journey papa
calendar doesn’t kiss pea
caravan drum knelt porter
cave dward lark projector
cheat dye lick puddle
cheese explore lily quill




restaurant sleigh tatter trailer
rib spank teletyT)e tusks
rubber spur thatch unfasten
rusty squash that's unpleasant
sank stout there's untruth
scent strap throat weasel
scout stray thorn web




alike elves ledge telegraph
attic excuse locomotive thump
beads fiddle maine tin
became fisherman map toss
blind flare marionette type
bold flood marlin weave
boulder flour mayor wheat



























account concern jail pleasure
accuse cone jam pluck
acorn confess juggle prefix
admit confuse jumbo property
allay-oop content knit punish
amount contrary lamp pure
annoy crazy latch rage
apart crew lemonade raspberry
ashame crocodile lizard report
attract dairy local represent
audience daisy lop riddle
barbecue dare lope rooster
beard declare lord saint
begun desire lumber sand
behave ding ma'am scamper
bent dip match scissors
biscuit dong meadow scooter
blame dot meal scowl
blossom double messenger sentence
bob dragon mike servant
boom drank mongrel shell
borrow dreary mumps shock
broom duke narrator shower
bug dimib necessary shrunk
bulldog elf nick sill
bumble fault nix single
butt flea noodle sixteen
cab flop oatmeal sleeve
eaboose fork ostrich snail
carpet form ouch sob
cash fringe parentheses soil
cause furniture parrot somersault
charm god-mother partner spice
chimp grant paste stake
chimpanzee grape patter stall
chop grocer pause stockade
cinder hiccups peer stool
class hornet perch streak
cocoa hotel performance stump
colt human piano stupid
comma hurdy-gurdy pin sturdy
compare hyacinth pinch sulk
complete item pitter supply




tidy toast twig wed
till trait unless whimper
timber trousers vowel wick
tinkle trudge wafer wicked
tire trust waste zebra
Macmillan
accept cram fife honor
admire crap fifieth hoop
ahoy crate flavor hui
alive creaky flier hulla
allegiance creapy flush hummingbird
apparent credit flutter hustle
approve current foreign infoimiation
astronaunt curve foreman introduce
awe cutest fought inward
aye dangle foundry jackdaw
bacon defeat fountain jagged
badge defend freckles kennel
badger demand frown laboratory
bandanna deserve further legend
barrel despair future loft
bathe detective gale lollipop
blink diagram gas mallard
bouquet dignity giggle mammy
braille dislike glance masts
breathe displace glory mechanical
brisk divide goblin memory
bustling dizzy gown merchant
cabinet dolphin grandma microphone
cape dough grind microwave
ceiling dozen groan mild
championship drainboard grouch military
chute droop grumpy miserable
cider drouth harness molt
clatter dune hatch mom
coil easel heavens moose
commander emblem he'd motel
complex entrance heliport muffle
condition entry helium mutter
coop exchange herring navy
costume expand hesitate oar
council explode hippopotamus olive




opposite route sow twit
orbit royal spatter tyrant
packet ruffle spindle uh
pain sack split unable
panel sakes sprang unearthed
pants salute sprig uniform
pappy satellite sprinkle unsee-able
parsley sauce sprout untie
passage sausage squint usable
penguin score stir value
permission screen strength vehicle
pester scurried strode venture
pint sections stroke view
plankton seize subject vinegar
pledge self succeed violet
poem sensor surface visible
poison shaft swirl vote
polish share sword . voyage
poppy she'll symbols waddle
possession shelter tangle waif
potter sheriff tarantula ward
prayer shish tennis warden
previous shuffle they'11 wawa
proper shuttle thirteen wealth
pupil sink thread weigh
we'reputter sixty-nine tiger
quack skis ting we've
raft skirt toboggan whale
rear slant tote what's
reappear slick toxic widow
recover slid trout wisdom
relay snarl tug woof
retreat snicker tumble you're




absolutely average brief churn
accident balance bucket closet
amateur beam bulb coax
ancestor blades cautious code
ankle blaze celebrate committee




convenient handy motion sly
courtyard hare natural society
creek hedgehog ogre sore
curb height orphange staditim
defrost hey outfit steady
dial hi pa swoop
dime ho peculiar taxi
diplomacy hobble perfume telescope
discourage honk phoebes temperature
doubt huff popular tension
dove impolite precious terrific
envelope itself prevent terror
faint jerk pulley thirsty
fifteenth kimono quotation tick
flat knob rampion transom
forenoon lanes rebuilt troll
fortunate lantern reel trough
fourteen last release twinkle
frankfurters ma relieve vacumn
garage magnet relation vicious
gloomy manger reservation violin
gourdful medicine salad weight
governor millions semaphore worship
gruff model sling wound
Sunmary
In combining the vocabulary lists of five basal reader series
there was a total of 2,368 words. There were 581 words common to all
series. These words serve as a background in developing reading pro¬
ficiency. There are 970 words on List II which are common to two,
three, or four series. These words are of great value as they may be
encountered when reading from any of the series and need to be included
in the child's reading vocabulary. List III included 817 words which
are unique to one series. They are important because they are needed
if a child changes basal reader series.
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The vocabulary a child learns in the primary grades is the
foundation upon which all later grade reading material is built. The
words appearing on List I, II, and III will provide the necessary
vocabulary for successful reading experiences.
An Analysis of the Basal Reader Series
In Terms of Vocabulary Control
Rate of introduction of
new words
In the early stages of reading development, it is necessary
to keep the introduction of new words at a minimum, A child will
learn to read a series of books with light loads much easier than one
book with a large vocabulary.
Each basal reader series analyzed varied with the rate of
introducing new words. The number of new words introduced does not
indicate which series is easier to read. The specific words involved
would have to be known to evaluate the ease from which a book can be
read.
Table 1 shows the rate of introduction of new words from the
five basal reader series.
It may be noted that a comparison of rates of word intro¬
duction between the series analyzed show that at the end of the pre¬
primer levels the total numbers of words that have been introduced
range from fifty-two in the American series to seventy in the Scott-
Foresman series. The Houghton-Mifflin series varies very little with
the Macmillan series on this level. The Houghton-Mifflin series
introduces fifty-six new words as compared with the fifty-seven words
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TABLE 1
RATE OF INTRODUCTION OF NEW WORDS










Pre-primer 1 18 11 19 16 13
Pre-primer 2 20 19 24 18 22
Pre-primer 3 21 22 13 23 35
Total Pre-primer 59 52 56 57 70
Primer 92 92 74 102 105
First reader 178 148 134 161 123
Total first grade
vocabulary 329 292 264 320 298
Second reader 1 182 175 196 140 191
Second reader 2 176 213 189 262 313
Total second
grade vocabulary 358 388 384 302 504
Total cumulative
vocabulary 687 680 648 622 802
Third reader 1 334 297 352 266 301
Third reader 2 300 315 419 297 142
Total third
grade vocabulary 634 612 771 563 443
Total primary
vocabulary 1321 1292 1419 1185 1245
introduced in the Macmillan series. The Allyn-Bacon series introduces
fifty-nine words which show little variance with the Houghton-Mifflin
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series or the Macmillan series. There was an average of fifty-eight
words introduced on the pre-primer levels.
By the end of the first grade the Allyn-Bacon series have in¬
troduced a total of 329 new words. This is the largest number of new
words introduced on the first grade level of any series. The Macmillan
series introduce the next highest number of words on the first grade
level. The number of words introduced was 320. The American series,
the Houghton-Mifflin series, and the Scott-Foresman introduced less
than 300 words on the first grade level. The number of words intro¬
duced from the Anerican series was 292. The Houghton-Mifflin series
introduced 264. The Scott-Foresman series introduced 298 new words.
The average nximber of new words introduced on the first grade level
was 301.
There was an average of 387 words introduced on the second
grade level. The Scott-Foresman series introduced 504 new words.
This was the largest nimber of words introduced on this level. The
Macmillan series introduced the lowest ntnnber of words on the second
grade level. The number of words introduced was 302. The American
series and the Houghton-Mifflin series introduced almost the same
number of new words. The American series Introduced 388 and the
Houghton-Mifflin series introduced 384. The number of new words in¬
troduced by the Allyn-Bacon series on this level was 358.
By the end of the second grade, the Scott-Foresman series
have introduced 802 new words. The Allyn-Bacon series introduced the
next highest nimiber of words. The nmnber introduced was 687. There
was little variance with the American series which introduced 680.
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The Houghton-Mifflin series introduced 648 and the Macmillan series
622. There is an average of 688 words that have been introduced by
the end of the second grade.
On the third grade level, the Scott-Foresman series introduced
a low of 443. The Macmillan series introduced a low number of new
words on the third grade level also. The number of words introduced
was 563. The Houghton-Mifflin introduced a high of 771 new words.
The Allyn-Bacon series and the American series introduced less than
650. The Allyn-Bacon series intorduced 634 and the American series
612.
In analyzing the various books of the series it was found that
beginning with the second grade-level two, the Macmillan series and
the Scott-Foresman series had an extra vocabulary of assumed words.
These words were not counted as new because the skills developed to
this point should allow the child to attack these words independently.
For this reason the number of new words appearing on the Scott-
Foresman and the Macmillan lists would not increase proportionately
to the earlier rate of introduction.







The average ntnnber of words introduced by the end of the third grade
was 1292. The Houghton-Mifflin series introduced the highest nimiber
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of 1419. The lowest number introduced was 1186 by the Macmillan
series.
A summary of the rate of introduction data reveal there is
no particular pattern in the number of words introduced in any of the
five basal reader series analyzed.
Levels of introduction of
new words
The number of words introduced on a given level does not
indicate if a child can read from another series. In order to deter¬
mine when reading from another series is advisable, the vocabulary of
the series that is being used and the vocabulary of the series to be
used should be compared. In comparing the vocabulary lists it was not
enough to see what words were included in each series. It was im¬
portant to know at which level of instruction the words were intro¬
duced.
Only 156 words are introduced consistently on the first grade
level. The remaining first grade words as indicated on Table 1 were
distributed among first and grade reader series. The 156 words that
are found exclusively on the first grade level should be considered
first grade words and taught on that level.
There were a small number of words conisistenly introduced on
the second grade level. This number was 78. The other words as indi¬
cated on Table 1 were distributed on the first and third grade levels.
The vocabulary lists of the second grade appear to be transitional as
the words are well distributed on the first and third grade levels.
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There was more consistency on the third grade level. There
was a total of 419 words introduced consistently on this level.
In developing a level of introduction list or master list,
each word appearing on any vocabulary list was recorded. The total
in all five basal reader series was alphabetized. The level of in¬
struction where the word was first introduced was placed in line with
the word under the basal reader series in which it was found.
This list can be considered a Master List. It is important
because it presents the total 2,368 words introduced in all five
basal reader series. The rate of introduction and the levels of in¬
struction are included on this list.
For clarity the following symbols were used on Table 3 which






Second reader level 1
Second reader level 2
Third reader level 1














LEVELS OF INTRODUCTION OF EACH WORD FOUND IN
FIVE BASAL READER SERIES
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
a PP3 PP2 PP2 PPl PP3
able 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-1 3-1
aboard 3-2
about 1 1 3-1 3-1 PP3








across 1 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-2
act 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2 2-2




adventure 3-1 3-1 2-2
afraid 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1
after 1 P P PP3 P
again 1 1 1 P 1
against 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-2
age 3-2 3-1
ago 2-1 2-1 2-2





air 2-2 2-1 1
airplane 2-2 PP2 1 1-2 3-1
airport 2-2 2-2
alarm 3-2 3-1 3-2 3-1
alike 3-2
alive 2-1






Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
allow 3-2 3-2
almos t 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
alone 2-1 2-1 1 2-1 2-2
along 2-1 2-1 1 1-2
alphabet 3-2 3-2
already 2-1 3-2 3-2 3-2
also 3-1 3-2 2-2 2-2
although 3-1 3-1 3-2
always 1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
am P P P 1 1
amateur 3-1
amaze 3-2 3-2 3-2
among 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2
amount 3-2
amuse 3-2 3-2
an 1 2-1 1 1 1
ancestor 3-2
and PPl PPl PPl PPl PP2
angry 2-1 3-1 2-1 2-1 2-2




another 1 1 P
answer 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-1
antler 3-1
anxious 3-2 3-2 3-2
any 1 2-1 2-1 1 1
apart 2-1
apartment 2-2 1 3-1
apparent 3-2
appear 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-2
apple 2-2 P 2-2 2-1
approach 3-2 3-1
approve 3-2
apron 3-1 2-2 2-1
are P P PP2 1 P
arm 2-1 1 2-1 2-2 2-2
army 3-2 2-1
around 1 P 1 1 2-1
arrest 3-2
arrive 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-1
arrow 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
as 1 1 P 1 1
ashame 3-2
ashore 3-1 3-1




at PPl PP2 P 1 PPl
attack 3-2 3-1









awake 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2




baby 1 1 2-1 P 1
back 1 1 P P PP2
bacon 2-1
bad 3-1 3-1 P P 2-2
badge 3-2
badger 3-1
bag 2-1 1 1 2-2 2-2
baggage 3-2 3-2
bake 3-2 2-2 2-2 P 2-2
balance 3-1
ball PP3 2-1 PPl PPl PP2
balloon 3-2 P 2-1 1
banana 2-2 3-1
band 3-1 2-2 1
bandage 3-2
bandanna 3-1
bang 3-1 3-2 P





Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
barbecue 3-1
bargain 3-2
bark 2-2 1CM 3-1 2-1 P
barn P 1 2-2 1 P
barrel 3-1
base 2-2 3-1
basket 1CM 1 3-1 2-2 1










bear 1 1 3-1 2-1 2-1
beard 2-2
beast 3-2 3-2
beat 3-2 3-2 3-2 2-1 3-1
beautiful 2-2 3-1 2-1 2-1
beauty 2-2 3-2 3-1
became 3-2
because 2-1 2-2 1 2-1 2-1
become 3-2 3-2
bed 2-2 2-1 PP2 1 P
bee 1 3-2 3-2 2-1
been 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
beep 3-2
before 1 2-1 2-1 1 2-1
beg 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2 2-2
began 1 1 1 1 1
begin 2-2 3-2 2-1 2-1 3-1
begun 3-2
behave 3-2
behind 1 2-2 1 2-2 2-1
believe 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1
bell 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-1
belong 3-2 1 2-2
below 3-2 2-2
bend 3-2 3-2 2-1
bent 3-2
berry 3-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
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Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
beside 3-1 2-1 2-2
best 2-1 P 2-2 1 2-1
better 2-1 2-2 1 2-1 2-1
between 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2 3-1
beyond 3-1 3-2 2-2
bicycle 3-2 3-2 3-1
big PP3 PP2 PP3 PP3 PP3
bike PPl 2-2
bill PPl 2-1 3-1
bird 1 P 2-1 1 1
birthday 1 2-2 P 1 P
biscuit 3-2
bit 3-2 3-2 2-2
bite 2-2 3-2 3-2 2-2
black P 1 1 1 P
blade 3-1
blame 3-2
blanket 3-1 3-1 3-2 3-2
blast 3-'2 1
blaze 3-1




block 3-1 2-2 3-2 2-2
blood 3-2 3-2
blossom 3-2
blow 2-1 1 2-2 2-1 2-1
blue PP2 PP2 1 PP3 P
board 3-2 2-2 2-1 3-1 2-1
boast 3-2
boat PP2 2-1 1 1 3-1
bob 2-2
body 3-1 3-1 1 2-1
boil 3-2 3-2
bold 3-1
bone 2-1 2-2 1-2
bonnet 3-1
book P 1 3-1 1 PP3
boom 3-2
boots 2-1 3-2 3-1
born 3-2 3-1
borrow 3-2
both 2-1 2-2 2-1 1 2-1
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Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
bother 3-2 3-1 3-2
bottom 3-1 2-1 2-2 2-2
bought 2-2 3-2 3-1 2-2
boulder 3-2
bounce 3-2 2-1 1-2
bound 3-2
bouquet 3-2
bow 3-1 2-2 3-2 3-1
bowed 3-1 2-1
bowl 3-1 3-2 2-1
bow-wow 2-2
box P P P 2-1
boy P P P PP3 P
braille 3-2
branch 2-1 3-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
brass 3-2 3-1
brave 2-2 2-2 3-2 1 3-1
brayed 3-2
bread 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-1
break 3-2 3-2 2-2 3-1
breakfast 2-2 3-2 2-2 2-2 2-2
breath 3-1 3-1 3-2 2-2
breathe 2-2
bricks 2-2
bridge 2-1 2-1 3-2 2-2
brief 3-2
bright 2-2 2-2 3-1 1 2-2
bring 1 2-2 2-1 2-1
brisk 3-2
broke 2-1 1 2-2 3-1 3-1
brook 3-2 1
broom 1
brother 2-2 2-2 2-2 1 2-1
brought 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
brown P 1 2-1 P 1






build 1 2-1 2-2 3-1 2-2
built 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
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bundle 3-2 3-1 3-1
bunk 3-2
bunny 2-1 1
burn 2-2 3-1 2-1 2-2
burrow 3-2
bury 3-2 3-1
bus P 2-1 3-1 P 2-2
bush 3-2 3-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
business 3-2 3-2
bustling 3-1
busy 1 2-1 3-1 2-2 1
but P P P P PP3
butcher 3-2 3-2 3-2
butt 3-1
butter 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
button 3-2 3-2 3-1
buy 1 1 2-1 2-2 1
buzz 3-2
by 1 1 1 P 2-1
cab 3-2




cage 2-1 2-2 1 P 2-2
cake P 2-1 1 P 2-2
calendar 3-2
calf 2-1 1 P
call 1 P PP2 P P
came P P P 1 P
camera 3-2 3-1 3-2
camp 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2
can PP3 PPl PP3 PPl PP2
canary 3-2 3-2
candle 2-1 3-2 2-1 3-1




Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
cannon 3-2 3-1
can’t 2-2 2-1 1 PPl P
canvas 3-2 3-2
canyon 3-2
cap 2-1 1 2-1
cape 3-2
captain 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
capture 3-1 3-2
car PP3 1 2-1 2-1 PP3
caravan 3-2
card 3-2 2-2 3-1 3-1
care 2-1 2-1 2-2 1 2-2




carrot 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2
carry 3-1 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2
cart 3-1 3-2
case 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-1
cash 3-2
cast 3-2 3-2
castle 3-2 3-1 3-1
cat 1 1 2-2 P P
catch 1 1 2-1 1 2-1
cattle 2-2 3-1 2-2







cent 3-1 3-1 2-1 2-2
certain 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
chain 3-2 3-1 3-2
chair 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-1 1
championship 3-2
chance 3-2 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
change 1 2-1 3-1 3-1
charge 3-2 3-2
charm 3-2
chase 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
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chicken 2-2 3-2 3-1 2-1 P
chief 3-1 3-1 2-1 3-2 3-1
child 3-1 2-2 3-2 3-1
children P 1 2-1 P P







choose 3-2 3-2 1 2-1
chop 2-2
chose 3-1 3-1






circle 3-1 3-2 2-2 3-1
circus 2-1 1 1 2-1








clean 3-1 3-1 1 2-1 2-1
clear 2-2 2-2 3-1 2-2 3-1
clever 3-2 2-1 2-2 2-2
cliff 3-1 3-2 3-1
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Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
climb 2-1 1 2-2 2-2 2-1
clip 3-1 3-1 3-1
clippety 3-1 3-1
clock 1 1 3-1 2-2
clop 3-1
close 2-1 2-1 2-2 1 2-2
closet 3-1
cloth 3-2 3-1 3-2
clothes 2-2 2-1 1 2-2 2-1
cloud 2-2 3-1 3-1
clown 2-1 1 2-2 P
clup 3-1
coach 3-2 3-1 2-2
coal 3-2 3-2
coast 3-1





cold P 1 1 2-1
collar 3-2 3-2
collect 3-2 3-2
color 3-2 1 1 1
colt 3-2
comb 3-2 3-2
come PPl PPl PPl PP2 PPl
comfort 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-2




common 3-1 3-2 3-1


















continue 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-2 3-2
contrary 3-2
convenient 3-2
cook 2-2 1 3-1 2-1 2-2




corn 2-2 2-1 3-1 2-1








could 1 1 P 1 1
couldn't 2-2 2-1 1
council 3-1
count 3-2 2-2 1 1
country 2-1 1 3-1 2-2 2-2
courage 3-2 3-2
course 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2
courtyard 3-2
cousin 3-2 3-2 3-1 2-1
cove 3-2
cover 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-2












Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
crawl 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
crazy 3-2










cried 2-1 2-1 2-1
crocodile 2-1
crop 3-1 3-1 3-1
cross 3-1 2-2 2-2
crow 3-1 2-2 2-1




cry 2-1 3-1 1 1 2-1
cub 3-1
cup 3-2 3-1 3-2 2-2
curb 3-1
curious 3-1 2-1 3-1 3-2
curly 2-2 2-2
current 3-1
curtain 2-2 3-2 3-2
curve 3-1
customer 3-2 3-2
cut 1 2-2 2-1 1 1
cutest 1
dad 1 2-1
daddy PPl PP3 PP2
dairy 3-1
daisy 3-2
dance 2-1 1 2-2 2-1
danger 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
dangle 3-1
dare 3-2




Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
daughter 3-1 3-1 3-1
dawn 3-1
day P P 1 P P
dead 3-2
deal 3-1 1
dear 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-1 P
decide 3-1 2-2 3-1 3-1 2-2
deck 3-1 3-1
declare 3-2
decorate 3-2 3-2 3-2
deed 3-2
deep 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-2





















diamond 3-2 3-2 3-2
did P P P PP2 PP2
didn't 2-2 2-1 PP2 P
die 3-2 3-2 3-1
difference 3-2 3-1 3-2
different 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2 3-1
difficult 3-2 3-2





Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
ding 3-1




direct 3-2 2-2 3-1 2-2 3-1
dirt 2-2 2-1 3-1
disappear 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
disappoint 3-2 3-2
discourage 3-2
discover 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-2 3-2








do P PP3 PP3 PP3 PP3
dock 3-1 2-1
doctor 3-2 3-1 P
does 2-1 1 P 1 2-1
doesn't 2-1
dog P L PP2 P PP3
doll 1 P 3-1
dollar 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-1
dolphin 2-2
done 2-1 3-1 1 2-1 2-2
dong 3-1
donkey 3-1 2-2
don't 1 1 P P













Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
drank 2-1
draw 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2
dream 3-1 3-1
dreary 3-2
dress 1 2-1 2-1 1 2-1
drew 3-2 3-2
drift 3-1 3-1
drink 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
drip 3-2 3-2
drive 3-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
droop 2-1
drop 1 3-1 3-1 2-1 2-2
drouth 3-2
drove 3-1 3-2 3-1
drown 3-1 2-1 2-2
drum 2-1
dry 1 3-2 3-1 2-1 2-1









each 2-1 2-1 1 2-1
eager 3-2 3-1 3-2
eagle 3-1 3-2
ear 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-1
early 2-2 2-1 3-1 2-. 2 2-1
earn 3-2 3-2 2-1 3-1
earth 3-2 3-2 3-1 1 2-2
easy 2-1 3-2 3-1 2-2 P
easel 3-2
east 2-2
eat P P P PP2 P
edge 3-2 2-2 3-1 2-2 3-1
editor 3-2
egg P 1 2-2 2-1 2-2
eight 1 3-2 2-1 2-2
either 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-1
electric 3-1 3-2 3-1
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Word All3ni American Houghton Macmillan Scott
elephant 2-1 3-1 1 3-1 2-2
elevator 2-2 2-1
eleven 3-2 2-2 3-2
elf 3-2
else 2-2 3-2 2-1 2-1 2-1
elves 2-2
emblem 3-2
empty 3-2 2-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
end 2-2 3-1 2-1 2-1
enemy 3-1 3-2
engine 2-2 3-1 3-2 2-2
engineer 2-2 3-2 3-2 3-1
enjoy 3-1 3-1 3-1
enormous 3-1 3-1 3-2
enough 2-1 2-1 2-1 1 2-2




escape 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2
especially 3-1 3-2
even 2-1 3-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
evening 2-2 2-1 3-1 2-2
event 3-2 3-1
ever 2-1 2-1 1 1 2-1
every 1 2-1 2-1 2-1 P




except 3-1 3-1 3-2
excite 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2 2-2




expect 3-1 3-2 3-1
expensive 3-2 3-2
experiment 3-2 3-2 2-1






Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
extra 3-1 3-1
eye 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-2
face 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2
fact 3-1 3-1 3-2
fail 3-2 3-2 3-2
faint 3-1
fair 2-2 1 3-1 1 2-2
fairy 2-1 1 2-2 2-1
fall 2-1 1 3-1 P 2-2
familiar 3-1 3-2 3-2
family 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 1
famous 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-1
fancy 3-2 3-2 3-1
far 1 1 1 1 1
farm P 1 1 P P
farther 2-2 2-2 3-1 3-1 3-1
fast PPl 1 P 2-1 P
fasten 3-2 3-1
fat 2-2 1 3-2
father 2-1 PP3 2-2 P PP2
faucet 2-2
fault 3-2




feather 2-2 2-2 3-1 3-2 2-2
feast 3-2
fed 3-1 3-2 3-2
feed 3-1 1 2-2 1
feel 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-2
feet 1 1 1 2-1 2-2
fellow 3-2 3-1 3-2
felt 3-1 2-1 3-1 1 2-2
fence 2-1 1 2-2 2-1
few 3-1 2-1 3-2 2-2 2-2
fiddle 3-2
field 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-1
fierce 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2
fife 3-2





Words Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
fifth 3-2 2-1 2-2
fifty 3-2 2-2 3-2 3-1
fig 3-1
fight 2-2 3-2 P
figure 3-2 3-1
fill 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-2
final 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
find P P PPl 1 PP2
fine 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 1
finger 3-1 2-2 3-1
finish 3-1 2-1 2-2 2t-1 3-1
fire 1 2-1 1 2-1 P
first 1 1 1 P 1
fish PP3 1 1 1 2-1
fisherman 2-1
fit 3-2 3-2
five 1 2-1 1 1 2-1




























Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
folks 3-2 3-2
follow 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2
food 1 2-2 2-2 2-2 1
fool 3-2 3-2 3-1 2-2
foot 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-1 1










fort 3-2 3-2 3-1
forth 2-1 3-1 3-2 3-1
fortunate 3-2
forty 3-2 3-2
forward 3-1 3-1 3-2 3-1
fought 3-2
found 1 to 2-1 2-1 1
foundry 3-1
fountain 3-1
four 1 2-1 1 1 1
fourteen 3-2
fourth 2-2 2-1




free 2-1 3-1 3-1 3-2 3-1
freeze 3-2 3-1
fresh 3-1 2-2 3-1 3-1
friend P 1 2-2 1 P
fright 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
fringe 3-2
frog 1 3-1
from 1 1 P P 1
front 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-1
frost 2-2
frown 3-1
fruit 3-1 2-2 3-1 3-1 2-2
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TABLE 2—Coatinued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
full 2-1 3-2 2-1 2-1 2-2







game P 1 2-1 P
garage 2-2
garbage 1




gate 3-1 3-1 1 2-1 2-2
gather 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2 3-1
gave 1 1 P 2-1 2-1
gay 2-2 3-2 2-2
gaze 3-2 3-2
geese 3-1 3-2 2-2
gentle 3-1 2-1 3-2 3-1
geography 3-2
get PP3 P PP2 PPl PPl
ghost 3-2
giant 3-2 3-2




girl P P P 1 P
give 1 2-1 2-1 2-2
glad 1 2-1 2-1 2-1 1
glance 3-2




glove 2-2 2-2 2-2
go PP2 PPl PPl PP2 PPl





Word All3m American Houghton Macmillan Scott
godmother 3-1 3-2
goes 2-1 2-1
gold 2-2 1 2-2
gone 1 2-2 P 2-1
good P P PP2 P P
good-by P 2-2 1
goodness 3-2 2-1
goose 2-2 2-1













grass 1 2-2 3-1 1 2-2
gratefully 3-2 3-2
gravel 3-2
gray 2-2 2-2 2-2 3-1 2-1
grease 3-1
great 2-2 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
greedy 3-2
green PP2 P 1 PP3 1
greet 3-1
grew 2-2 2-1 3-2 2-1 2-2





ground 1 2-2 2-2 2-1
group 3-1 3-2 2-2
grow 1 1 2-2 2-1 2-2






Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
guard 3-1 3-2









had P P P P P
hair 3-1 3-2 2-2 1
half 3-2 2-2 2-1 3-1
hall 3-2 3-2 3-1
hammer 3-1 2-2
hand 2-2 1 2-1 1
handkerchief 3-2 3-2 3-2 2-1
handle 3-1 2-2 2-2 3-1
handsome 3-2
handy 2-2
hang 3-1 3-2 3-1 2-1 2-2
happen 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
happy P P 1 P P
harbor 2-2 2-2 3-1 2-3 3-1




has 1 P PP2 P 1
hat 1 P 2-1 P
hatch 2-1
hate 3-2 3-1
have P PP3 PP2 P PP3
hawk 3-1
hay 3-2 1 3-1
he PP2 P P PP2 P
head 2-1 1 P 1
hear 1 2-2 P 2-1
heard 1 2-1 1 1 2-1
heart 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-1
heat 3-2
heavens 3-1
heavy 3-1 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
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hello -P P 2-2 P P
help PPl P P P PPl
hen 1 1 PP3 P P
her 1 1 PP3 P P
herd 3-2










hide 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-1
high 2-2 1 P 1 2-1
hill 2-1 p 2-2 1
him 1 1 P P P





his 1 1 P P P
history 3-2 3-2 3-1






hold 2-1 1 P P 2-2
hole 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-2
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Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
holiday 3-2 3-2 P 3-2
hollow 2-2 3-2
home PPl PPl P P







hop 2-1 2-2 P 3-1 P
hope 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2
horn 2-1 2-2
hornet 3-2
horse P 1 1 P P
hose 3-1 2-2 2-2
hospital 3-1 3-2
hot 2-1 2-1 1 2-2
hotel 3-2
hound 3-1 3-1
hour 3-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 3-1
house P PP3 P P PP3
how 1 1 P P P
howl 3-1 3-1 3-1
huff 2-2






hundred 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-1
hung 2-1 3-1 2-2
hungry 1 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-1
hunt 3-1 2-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
hurdy-gurdy 2-2
hurrah 3-1
hurry 1 2-1 1 P 1
hurt 2-1 2-1 2-1 P 2-1
husband 3-2 2-2 2-2
hustle 3-1
hyacinth 3-2
I PP2 PP2 PPl PPl PP2
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Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
ice PP3 2-1 1 2-1 2-2
I'd 3-1 3-2 2-1 3-1 2-2
idea 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2 3-1
if 1 1 1 1 2-1
I'll 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-1 1
ill 3-1
I'm 2-2
imagine 2-2 3-1 3-2
immediate 3-2 3-1 2-1 3-2
impatient 3-2 3-1 3-2
impolite 3-1
important 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-1 3-1
impossible 3-2 3-2 2-2 3-2
in PP2 PP3 PP2 1 PP3
inches 3-2 3-2




insect 3-1 3-2 3-2 3-1
Insist 3-2 3-1
instead 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
intelligence 3-2 3-2
intend 3-2 3-2
interest 3-2 3-2 3-1 3-2 2-2
interrupt 3-2 - 3-2
into P P P 1
introduce 3-2
invent 3-2 3-2 3-1 3-1
Invisible 3-2 3-2
invite 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-1
inward 3-2
iron 2-2 2-2
is PPl PP2 PPl PPl PP2
island 3-1 2-2 3-2
isn't 2-1 2-1
it PP2 PP2 PP2 PP3 PP3
it's 2-1 1 1
itself 2-2
item 3-2


















join 3-1 3-2 2-2 3-1








jump PP3 PP3 P 1 PPl
just 1 1 1 P 1
kangaroo 3-2 1
keep 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
kennels 2-2
kept 2-1 3-1 1 2-1 2-2
kettle 3-1 3-1 2-2
key 2-2 3-2 2-1 2-1
kick 2-2 3-2 3-2 2-2
kill 3-1 3-2 2-2
kimono 3-2
kind 2-1 2-2 2-1 1 2-1
king 2-1 2-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
kiss 3-2
kitchen 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-2
kite P 2-1 2-1
kitten P P PP2 1 1
knee. 3-1 3-2
knelt 3-2
knew 2-1 2-1 2-1 1 2-2




Word Allyn American Houghton Hacmillan Scott
knit 3-2
knob 3-1
knock 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
know P 1 P P P
laboratory 3-2
lad 3-2 3-2
ladder 2-2 3-2 PP2 2-2
lady 2-2 2-1 2-1 3-1
laid 2-2 3-1
lake 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-2
lamb P 3-2 2-1
lamp 3-1
land 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
lanes 3-1
language 3-1 3-2 2-2 3-1
lantern 3-1
lap 3-2 3-2
large 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-1
larks 3-2
last 1 2-1 2-2 1 1
latch 3-2
late 3-1 1 2-2 2-1 1
laugh P P 1 P P
law 3-2
lay 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2
lazy 3-2 3-1 3-2
lead 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
lean 3-2 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
leap 3-1 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
learn 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
least 3-2 3-1 2-2
leather 3-2 3-1 3-1
leave 2-2 1 2-2 2-2 2-1
led 3-1 3-2 2-2
ledge 3-2
left 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 1









Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
let 1 1 P P P
let's 1 P
letter 1 P 2-1 P 2-1
lettuce 2-1 3-2
level 3-2 3-1
library 1 2-2 2-1 3-1
lick 3-1
lie 3-2 3-2
life 2-2 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
lift 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
light 1 2-1 P P
lightning 3-2 3-2 2-1 3-1
like PP3 P P PP3 PP3
lily 3-1
line 3-1 2-1 2-1
linnet 3-2
lion 2-1 2-1 3-2 2-2 2-2
lip 3-2 3-2
list 3-1 3-2 3-1
listen 1 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-1
little PP3 PP2 PP3 PP3 PP3
live 1 1 2-2 1 1
lizard 3-2
load 3-2 3-2 3-1
local 3-2
lock 3-2 2-1 3-1
locomotive 3-2
loft 3-2
log 3-2 3-1 3-2 3-1
lollipop 3-1
lone 1 1 1 1 1
long 1 1 1 . 2-1 1
look PPl PPl P PP3 PPl




loose 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2
lost 2-2 1 3-1 P 1
lot 2-2 1 3-1 2-1
loud 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
love 3-1 2-2 3-2 1 2-2
low 2-2 3-1 2-2
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luck 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
lumber 3-2
Itmp 3-1




machine 2-2 3-1 2-1
mad 2-1 3-2
madam 3-2
made 1 P 1 1 1
magic 3-1 2-1 2-2 2-1
magic 3-1 2-1 2-2 2-1
magnet 3-1








man 1 PP3 1 P 1
manage 3-2 2-2
manager 3-2
many 1 1 1 P 1
map 3-2
march 3-1 3-2 1
marionette 2-2
mark 2-2 3-1 2-2 1
market 3-1 3-1 3-2 2-2
marlin 3-2
marry 3-2 3-2 3-1 3-2
marsh 3-1 3-1
master 3-1 2-2 3-1
masts 3-1
match 2-1
matter 3-2 3-2 3-1 2-2 3-1
mattress 3-2 3-2
may P P PP2 P 1
maybe 1 P
mayor 2-2




Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
meal 3-1
mean 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
meant 3-2 3-2
measure 3-2
meat 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-1
mechanical 3-1
medicine 3-2
meet 3-1 3-1 2-1 2-2
melt 3-2 3-1
memory 3-2





merry 3-1 3-1 2-2 P
message 3-2 3-1
messenger 3-2





middle 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
midnight PPl 3-1
might 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-2
mike 3-2
mile 3-2 2-2 3-1 3-2
mild 2-2
military 3-1
milk 1 2-1 PP2 2-2 3-1
million 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
mill 3-2 3-2
mind 3-2 3-1 2-2 2^2
mine 3-1 3-1 2-2
minute 3-1 2-2 3-1 3-1 2-1
mirror 3-1 3-2 3^2 3-1 3-1
mischief 3-2 3-2
miserable 3-2











moment 3-1 3-1 3-2 3-1
money 1 2 1 2-1
mongrel 3-2
monitor 3-1
monkey 2-1 P 2-1 2-1
month 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-2
moon 3-1 2-2 P
moose 3-2
more 1 2-2 1 1 1
morning 1 P 1 2-1 1
most 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-2




mountain 3-2 2-2 3-1 1
mount 2-2
mouse 2-1 2-2 2-1
mouth 3-1 3-1 2-1 2-2 2-2
move 1 2-2 3-1 2-2 1
much 1 2-2 1 2-1 2-1
mud 3-1 3-1 3-1
muffle 3-2
mule 3-2 3-2 3-1
mumps 2-2
museum 3-2 3-2
music 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2 3-1
must 1 1 1 P 1
mustache 3-2 3-1
mutter 3-2
my PP2 PP2 PP3 P PP3
mystery 3-2 3-1
myself 2-2 2-2
nail 2-1 2-2 3-2 2-2
name 1 1 2-1 1 1
narrator 3-2





Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott




neck 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-1
need 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
needle 3-1 3-1
neigh 3-2
neighbor 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-1
neither 3-1 2-3
nervous 3-2 3-2 2-2 2-1
nest 3-2 2-2
net 2-2 3-2 3-2
never 1 2-1 1 2-1
new P P P P P
Ilext 1 1 1 1 1
nibble 3-2 2-2
nice 2-1 3-1 2-1
nick 3-2
nickel 3-2 2-1 3-1
night 1 1 1 P 1
nine 2-2 3-1
nix 3-2
no P P PPl P PP2
nod 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-2
noise 2-2 2-1 2-2 1 2-1
none 3-2 2-1 2-1 2-3
noodle 2-2
noon 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
nor 3-1
north 3-2 2-2
nose 2-1 1 2-2 3-1
not PP3 PP3 PPl PPl PP2
note 3-2 2-2
nothing 1 2-1 2-1 2-2 PP2
notice 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
notion 3-1 3-2
now P P P PP3 PP3
number 2-2 2-2 2-2
nurse P
nuts 2-1 2-2




Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
oatmeal 2-2
obey 3-2 2-2
ocean 2-2 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
o'clock 2-2 2-1
octopus 2-1
of 1 P P 1 P
off 2-1 1 1 PP3 1
offer 3-1 3-2 3-1 2-2
office 3-2 3-1 2-1 3-2
often 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-2 3-1
oh PP3 2-1 2-2 P PPl
ogre 3-2
oil 3-1 2-2
old 2-1 P 2-1 2-1 1
olive 3-2
on P P P PP2 P
once 1 2-1 2-1 2-1 1
one P P P P PP3
onion 3-2
only 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
open 1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
opposite 3-2
oposstim 3-2
or 2-1 2-2 1 P 2-1
orange 1 3-1 1
orbit 1





other 2-1 1 1 1 1
ouch 3-2
ought 3-1 2-2
our PP3 1 P 2-1 3-1
ourselves 3-1 3-2
out P PP2 P P P
outfit 3-1
oven 2-1 2-1 2-2
over 1 P 1 1 1
owl 2-1 2-2 2-2




Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
pack 3-1 2-3 3-1 1
packet 3-2
paddle 3-1




paint P 1 1 P 1
pair 2-1 2-2 2-2







paper 2-1 2-1 2-2 3-1 2-1
parachute 3-2
parade 2-1 1 1 3-1 2-2
parent 3-2 3-2 3-1 2-1
parentheses 3-2




partner P 1 1 2-2 1
party P 1 1 2-2 1
pass 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-2 3-1
passage 3-1
passenger 3-2 3-2 3-2
past 2-1 2-2 2-1
paste 3-2
pasture 3-2 3-1
pat 3-1 1 2-2
patch 2-2 3-1




paw 2-1 2-1 3-2 2-2 2-2





Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
peanut 1 1 P 2-2
peculiar 3-2
pedal 2-1 2-1




pencil 2-2 3-2 1
penguin 3-1
penny 1 P PP3 2-1 1
people 2-1 1 2-1 1 2-1
perch 3-2
perfect 3-1 3-2 3-1
perfume 3-1
performance 3-2




pet P 2-1 2-2 P P
phoebes 3-2
piano 3-2
picnic 1 2-2 P
picture 3-1 2-1 1 2-2 1
pie 3-2 P 3-1 2-1
piece 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2 3-1
pig 2-2 1 1 1 P
pigeon 2-2 3-1
pile 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
pillow 3-2 3-2







pipe 3-2 3-1 2-1
pirate 3-2 3-2
pitch 3-2 2-1 3-1
pitter 2-2
place 1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
plain 3-1 3-1 3-2
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
plan 3-1 3-1 2-2
plankton 3-1
plant 3-1 2-1 3-2 2-2 2-2
plate 3-1 2-2 3-1
platform 3-1
play PP3 PP3 PPl PPl PP2
pleasant 3-2 3-1 3-1
please 1 P 2-1 1 P
pleasure 3-2
pledge 3-2





pocket 1 3-1 1 1 2-2
point 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-1 2-2
poison 3-2 3-2 3-1
poem 2-2
poke 3-2 3-2
pole 3-1 3-2 1 3-1
police 2-1 2-1 2-1 PPl 3-1
polish 3-2
polite 3-2 3-2 2-2 3-1
pond 2-2 2-2 2-2
pony 2-2 3-1 P
pool 1 2-2
poor 3-1 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-2
pop 3-1 3-2 3-1 2-1 2-2
poppy 2-2
popular 3-2




possible 3-2 3-1 2-3
possession 3-2




pound 3-1 3-2 3-2
pour 3-2 3-1 2-2 3-2
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
power 3-1 3-1






prepare 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-1
present 3-1 2-1 3-1 3-1
president 3-2 3-2
press 3-2 2-2
pretend 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2




prince 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
princess 3-2 3-1 2-2 3-1
print 2-2 2-1
prize 3-2 1 1 1




promise 3-2 3-2 2-2 3-1 3-1
proper 3-2
property 3-2
protect 3-2 3-2 3-2
proud 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
prove 3-2 3-2 3-1 3-2
puddle 3-2
puff 3-1 2-2
pull 2-1 2-1 1 2-1 2-1
pulley 3-1




puppy 2-2 2-2 2-1 1 1
pure 3-2
purple 3-2 2-1 • 3-1
push 2-1 2-2 3-1 2-1 2-1
put P P P P P
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word All3m American Houghton Macmillan Scott
putter 3-1
puzzle 3-2 3-1 3-1
quack 2-2
quarrell 3-2 1 2-2
quarter 3-1 3-2 3-1
queen 3-1 3-1 3-2
queer 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2
question 3-1 3-2 2-2 3-1 3-2
quick 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-1
quiet 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
quite 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-1 3-1
quill 3-1
quotation 3-2
rabbit P 1 P 1 P
raccoon 2-2 3-1 3-2 2-2
race 2-2 3-1 1 2-2
racket 2-2
radio 2-2 2-2 3-2 3-1 3-1
raft 2-2
rag PPl 2-2 2-2
rage 1
railroad 2-2 2-2 2-1
rain 1 1 3-1 1 1
raise 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
rampion 3-2
ram P P P PP2 P
ranch 2-2 3-1 2-2





rather 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2
rattle 3-1 3-1
ray 3-1
reach 3-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
read P 2-1 2-2 2-1 P
ready P 1 2-1 1 2-1
real 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-2






Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
reason 3-1 3-1
rebuilt 3-2
receive 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-2
recognize 3-2 3-2 3-2
record 3-2 3-1
recover 3-2
red PP2 PP2 P PP3 PP3
reel 3-1










remember 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-2
rent 3-2 3-1
repair 3-2 3-1
repeat 3-2 3-2 2-2





rest 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2
restaurant 3-2
retreat 3-2
return 3-1 2-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
reward 3-2 3-2 3-1
rib 3-2
ribbon 3-2 3-1
rich 3-2 2-2 3-1 2-1
rid 3-1 3-1
riddle 3-2
ride PPl PP3 1 PPl PP3
right 2-1 1 2-1 P P
ring 3-1 3-1
ripe 3-1 3-1
river 3-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
road 1 1 2-1 P
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
roar 2-1 3-1 3-2 2-2 2-2
roast 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2 2-2




rock 2-2 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
rocket P
rode 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
roll 2-1 1 2-2 2-1
rood 2-2
roof 3-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
room 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 1
rooster 3-1
root 3-1 3-2
rope 2-2 3-1 1 1 2-2
rose 3-2 3-1 3-2 3-2
round 2-2 2-2 2-2 1
route 3-1
row 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2
royal 3-1




rule 3-2 3-2 3-1
run PPl 1 1 P PPl




sad 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-1 2-1
saddle 3-2 3-2
safe 2-2 2-1 3-2 3-1
said PP3 PP3 P PPl PPl





salt 3-1 3-1 2-1 3-1
salute 3-2
same 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-1
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TABLE 2-.'-Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
sand 1
sandwich 2-2 3-1
sang 1 3-2 3-2 2-2 1
sank 3-2





save 2-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
saw P P P 1 P
say 2-1 2-1 1 P 2-1
scamper 3-2
scare 3-2 3-1 3-2 1 2-1
scatter 3-2 3-2 3-1
scene - 3-1 2-1
scent 3-1







scratch 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-1




sea 2-1 3-1 2-1 2-1
search 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2
season 3-2 3-2 2-2
seat 3-1 2-2 3-1 P 3-1
second 2-2 2-j2 2-1 2-2 2-2
secret 3-1 2-1 2-1 3-1
sections 3-2
see PPl PP2 PP3 PP3 PP2
seed 3-1 2-1 2-2
seem 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-2






Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
sell 3-1 3-1 2-2
semaphore 3-1
send 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
sense 2-1 2-1 3-2
sensor 3-2
sent 3-2 2-2 2-1 3-1
sentence 3-1




set 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-2
settle 3-1 3-1 3-1
seven 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
several 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-2 3-1




shake 3-1 3-2 2-2
shall 2-1 1 3-1 2-2 2-2




she P P P P P
sheep 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-1
sheet 3-2 3-2





shine 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-1
ship 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-1 3-1
shirt 3-2 3-2 2-2
shish 2-1
shock 3-2
shoe P 1 1 3-1 1
shone 3-2
shook 3-1 3-1 2-1
shoot 3-1 3-1 3-1
shop 3-1 2-1 3-1 2-1 3-1
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TABLE 2--Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
shore 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
short 3-1 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
shot 3-2 2-2 3-1
should 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
shoulder 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2 3-2
shout 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-1
shove 3-2 3-1
shovel 3-1 3-2 2-1





shut 3-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
shuttle 3-1
shy 3-2
sick 3-1 3-2 3-1
side 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-1
sigh 3-1 3-1 3-1
sight 3-2 3-1 3-1 2-1 3-1
sign 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-2 3-1
signal 3-1 3-1 3-2 2-2




silly 2-1 3-1 2-1 2-1
silver 2-2 3-1 3-1 3-1
simple 3-2 3-2
since 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
sing 1 2-1 3-2 2-2
single 3-2
sink 2-1
sir 3-1 3-1 3-1
sister 3-1 2-1 3-1 1 2-1
sit 1 2-1 2-2 P 2-1









Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
skins 3-1 3-1
shirt 3-2
skunk 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2
sky 2-2 2-1 3-2
slant 3-2
slap 3-1
sleep 2-1 1 PP2 1 1
sleeve 3-2
sleigh 3-1





slip 3-1 3-1 3-2
slow 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2 1
sly 2-2
small 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-1
smart 3-2 3-2 3-1 2-1
smell 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-1
smile 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
smoke 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
smooth 3-2 3-1
snake 3-1 3-2 2-2
snail 3-2




sniff 3-1 3-1 2-2 3-2
snow 2-1 1 2-1 2-1 2-1





soft 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-1 3-1
soil 3-2
sold 3-2 3-2 3-2
soldier 2-1 3-2 3-1
solemn 3-1
solve 3-2 3-2
some 1 P 1 2-1 PP3
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TABLE 2--Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
somersault 2-2
something PP3 PP2 2-2
son 3-1 2-1 2-1
song 3-1 3-2 3-2
soon P P P P P
sore 3-1
sorry 2-1 2-2 3-1 3-1 2-1
sort 2-2
sound 1 2-2 1 2-2 2-2








speak 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-1
special 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1
speed 3-2 3-1 3-1









splash 3-1 3-1 2-2 1
split 3-1
spoil 3-1 3-2 3-2 3-2
spoke 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2
spot 3-1 1 3-2 2-1 PPl
sprang 3-1
spread 3-2 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1
sprig 3-2






















stand 2-1 1 2-1 2-2
star 3-1 3-1 3-2 1 3-1
start 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-1
state 3-2 3-1 3-1
station 2-2 2-1 2-1 3-1
statue 3-2 3-2






steer 3-2 3-2 3-1
stem 3-1 3-2
step 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2 1







stone 2-2 3-1 3-1 2-1 1
stood 2-1 2-1 1 2-2 2-2
stool 3-1
stop PP3 PPl 1 PP3 1
store P 1 2-1 2-1 1
storm 2-2 2-2 3-1




Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
stove 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1
straight 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2





stream 3-1 3-1 2-2
street 1 P 1 1 1
strength 3-2
stretch 3-1 3-1 2-1
strike 3-1 2-1


















such 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
sudden 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
sugar 3-1 3-2 2-1 2-1 3-2
suggest 3-2 3-2 3-2
suit 3-2 2-2 2-1 3-2 3-1
sulk 3-2
summer 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
sun 1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
super 3-2 3-1
supper 3-2 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
supply 3-2
suppose 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2
sure 3-1 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-2
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TABLE 2y--Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
surface 3-1




swan 3-2 2-1 2-1
sweep 3-2 3-1
sweet 3-1 3-1 3-1
swept 3-2 3-2
swift 3-1 2-1 2-2
swim 1 2-1 2-2
swing 2-2 3-2 2-1
swirl 2-2






table 1 2-1 3-2 2-1 2-2
tail 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-1 P
take 1 P P PP3 P
tale 3-2 3-2
talk 2-1 1 2-1 2-1 1
tall 2-2 2-2 3-2 2-2
tame 3-2
tangle 3-2
tap 3-2 2-2 2-1
tape 2-2 3-1
tarantula 3-1
taste 3-2 3-1 3-2 3-1
tatter 3-2
taught 3-1 3-2 3-1
taxi 3-1
tea 3-2
teach 2-1 2-2 3-2 3-1
team 3-1 2-1 3-2 3-1








Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
teletype 3-2
television 2-2 3-1
tell 1 P 1 1 1
temperature 2-1




tepees 3-1 3-2 3-2
terrible 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
terrific 3-2
terror 3-2
test 2-2 2-2 3-1
than 2-1 2-2 1 1
thank P P P 1 P
that P 1 PP2 1 PP3
thatch 3-1
that's 2-1
the PP2 PP2 PPl PPl PP2
their 1 1 2-1 1 2-1
them 1 1 P 1 P
then P P P 1 P
there PP3 P P 1 P
there's 2-2
these 1 3-1 P 2-2 2-1
they P P P P P
they'll 2-2
thick 3-2 3-1 3-1
thief 3-2 1
thin 3-1 3-2
thing P 1 1 1 PP3
think 1 2-1 1 2-1 P




this P P PP2 P PP3
thorn 3-2
those 1 2-2 P 2-2 2-1
through 3-2 2-1 2-2 3-2





Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
three P P 1 P PP3
threw 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-1
throat 3-2
through 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
throw 3-2 3-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
thumb 3-2 2-2
thump 2-2
thunder 3-1 3-2 3-1
tick 3-1
ticket 3-1 3-2 3-2 3-2
tidy 2-2
tie 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-1
tiger 2-1
tight 3-2 3-2 3-1
till 3-2
timber 3-2




tiny 3-1 2-2 3-2 2-1
tip 3-2 3-1
tire 2-1
tired 2-2 2-1 2-2 2-1
to PPl PP3 PP2 PP2 PP2
toast 2-2
tobaggan 3-1
toe 3-2 3-1 3-1
together 2-1 2-2 2-1 1 2-2
told 1 2-1 3-1 1 2-1
tomahawk 3-1
tomorrow 1 3-1 1 2-1 2-2
tongue 3-1 2-2 3-1
too P P PP3 P P
took 1 1 2-1 1 1
tool 3-1 2-1
toot 3-2 3-2 2-1
tooth 3-2 3-2




touch 3-1 3-1 2-2 3-2 3-2
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
toward 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
towel 3-1
tower 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2
town 1 1 1 2-1 1
toxic 3-2
toy PP2 1 1
track 2-2 2-2 3-1 2-1 2-2
trade 3-2 3-1 3-1
traffic 3-2 3-1
trail 3-1 3-1 2-2 P
trailer 1
train P PP2 3-1 2-2 P
trait 3-2
transom 3-1
trap 2-2 3-2 2-2
travel 3-1 2-1 3-1 3-1
treasure 3-1 3-2
treat 3**2 2-2
tree P P 2-1 PP2 1
tremble 3-2 3-2
tribe 3-1 3-1
trick 2-2 2-2 P P 2-1
tried 2-2 2-1 P 2-1
trip 3-2 2-2 3-1 2-1 2-1
troll 2-2
trolley 3-2 3-1
trot 3-1 2-2 3-1 2-2




truck 1 1 2-1 1 2-1
trudge 3-1
true 3-2 2-2 1 2-2 3-1
truth 2-2 3-2
trust 3-1




tune 3-2 3-2 3-1
tunnel 3-2 3-1
turn 2-1 2-1 2-1 1 3-1
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
turkey 3-1 3-2 3-1
turnip 3-2 3-1 2-2




twelve 2-2 3-2 2-2 1CO
twenty 3-2 3-2 3-2 2-2
twice 3-2 2-2 2-1
twig 3-2












uncle 2-1 2-1 2-1 3-2 2-1
under 1 P 2-1 2-1 1
unearthed 3-2
unfasten 3-2







until 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1
untruth 3-2




us 1 P P P PP3
usable 3-2
use 2-1 2-1 1 2-1 2-1
usual 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2
vacation 3-1 3-1 3-1
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TABLE 2—Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
vacumm 3-1
valentine 3-2 2-2
valley 3-1 3-1 3-2 3-2
value 3-2
vegetable 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2
vehicle 3-1
venture 3-2
very 1 1 1 1 1
vicious 3-2
view 3-2 3-2






visit 3-1 3-1 3-1 2-2 2-1






wag 3-1 2-2 2-1
wagon 2-2 2-1 1 2-1 P
wait 2-1 2-1 2-1
wake 3-2 3-1
waif 2-2
walk 1 P 1 1 P
wall 3-1 3-1 3-1 1
wand 3-2 2-2
wander 3-1 3-1
want PP3 PP3 P P PP2
war 3-1 3-2 3-2
ward 3-2
warden 3-2
warm 1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
warn 3-2 3-1 3-1
warrior 3-1 3-2 3-2
was P 1 P 1 P





Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
watch 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-1
water 1 1 P 2-1 2-1
wave 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
wawa 2-1
way 1 1 P P 1
we PPl PP3 PP2 P PP2
weak 3-1 3-2 3-1
wealth 3-2
wear 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-1 2-2
weasel 2-2









we'll 2-2 3-2 2-1 2-2
well 2-2 2-2 2-1 2-2 1
went 1 1 1 1 1
we're 2-2
west 3-2 2-2 3-2




what P PP3 P PP3 PP3
what's 2-1
wheat 3-1
wheel 2-2 1 3-2 PP3
when 1 1 1 1 1
where P P PP2 1 P
whether 3-1 3-1
which 2-1 2-2 1 2-1 1
while 2-2 2-2 2-1 1 2-2
whimper 3-2
whip 3-2 3-2 3-2
whirl 3-1 3-1
whisker 3-1 3-2
whisper 3-1 3-2 3-2 2-2 2-2
whistle 2-2 2-2 2-1 1 2-1
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TABLE 2--Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
white P P 1 1 P
who 1 P PPl P PP3
whole 2-1 2-2 3-1 3-1
whose 3-, 2 3-2 3-2 3-2
why 1 2-1 1 1 1
wick 3-1
wicked 3-2
wide 2-1 2-1 2-2 2-2 2-2
widow 3-2
wife 3-1 2-1 2-2 2-1 2-2
wiggle 3-2 2-2
wild 3-1 3-1 3-1 3-2 2-2
will PP3 P PPl PP2 PP3
win 2-2 2-2 1
wind 2-1 3-1 P 2-1
window 1 2-2 2-1 2-1 2-1
wing 3-2 3-1 2-2 2-2
wink 3-2 3-2
winter 2-1 1CM 3-1 2-1 2-1
wipe 3-2 3-2
wire 3-2 3-1 2-1 3-1
wisdom 3-1
wise 2-2 3-1 2-2 2-1
wish 1 1 1 2-1 1
with PP2 PP3 PPl PP2 PP2
wobbly 3-2 2-1
woke 2-1 3-1
wolf 2-2 2-2 3-1 2-2
woman 2-2 1 2-2 3-2 1
women 3-1 3-2 3-1 3-1 3-1
won 2-1 3-1
wonder 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-1
won't 2-2 3-2 3-1 P 2-2
wood 2-1 2-1 3-1 2-1 2-2
woof 1
wool 3-1 3-1
word 3-1 3-1 1 1 2-2
wore 3-1 2-1
work 1 1 1 1 PP3
world 2-1 3-1 2-2 2-2
worn 3-1
worry 3-1 3-1 3-2 2-2 3-1
worse 3-2 3-1 3-1
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TABLE 2-"Continued
Word Allyn American Houghton Macmillan Scott
worship 3-1
worth 3-2 3-1 3-2 3-2





write 2-1 2-1 3-1 1 2-2
wrong 3-2 2-2 2-2 3-2 2-2
wrote 2-1 2-2
yard 1 1 3-1 2-2 1
year 2-2 1 2-1 1
yell 3-1 1 2-2
year 2-2 1 2-1 1
yellow PP2 P 1 PP3 P
yes P P P PP3 P
yesterday 3-2 3-1
yet 3-2 3-1 3-2
you PP2 PP3 PPl PP2 PP3
you'll 3-1 3-2 2-2 2-2 2-1
young 2-2 2-1 2-2





zoo 1 3-1 2-1 3-1 P
Simnnary
The trend has been for a reduction in the number of words pre¬
sented in primary readers. The number of words introduced increases
as the child matures and becomes more familiar with the nature of read¬
ing.
The vocabularies of the five basal readers analyzed are
consistent with the trend for small vocabulary loads at the beginning
reading levels and increasing through the third grade level.
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It is important to be aware of the differences in levels of
introduction of new words among the five basal reader series. Many
words are introduced at the same grade level. It is also noted that
many of the words introduced in one series at an early level are not
Introduced in another series until a much later time.
If the words on the master list are included in a child's
reading experiences, by the end of the primary grades the child will
have a vocabulary which should allow him to read from another of the
five basal reader series analyzed.
Comparison of five basal reader
primary vocabularies with the Dolch
220 Basic Sight Vocabulary list
The 220 words on the Dolch list are considered basic for
primary grades. This list represents the most common words found in
reading material for grade one. The vocabulary developed in grade
one and the succeeding primary grades is the foundation for which all
later grade reading is built. The 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary list
includes no nouns.^
The prupose of standard word lists is to include the words
of the child's speaking vocabulary. It is thought that a core voca¬
bulary of this type will reduce the number of unknown words to a
point where the child can turn with relative ease from the material
in one book to another.
Table 3 shows the words omitted from each of the five basal





WORDS WHICH HAVE BEEN OMITTED IN THE VOCABULARIES
OF FIVE BASAL READER SERIES BUT ARE INCLUDED ON


















funny X X X X X
goes X X X
going X X X X X
hot X
into X








today X X X X X
Total 9 5 7 13 5
The Allyn-Bacon series omitted nine words from their primary
vocabulary list . Five of the words omitted are presented in a form
other than the one on the Dolch list. The words omitted and the form














The American series omitted five words of the Dolch list.












A total of six words of the Dolch list were omitted from the














The Macmillan series omitted the largest number of words.
There were thirteen words of the Dolch list omitted. Of these thir¬







included in another form.





only omitted five of the Basic













Three words were omitted from the lists of all five basal
readers. These words were going, funny and today. Even though the
word was omitted as it appears on the Dolch list the root words of
each was included on the separate vocabulary list.
The vocabulary lists of the five basal reader series included
most of the words found on Dolch*s vocabulary list. The smallest nu¬
mber omitted was five and the largest number omitted was thirteen.
Stmimary
The combination of the words introduced in the five basal
reader series offered a total vocabulary of 2,368 words. These words
were divided into three lists according to their occurrence. A list
of 581 words common to all series was developed. These words are
considered of primary importance insofar as they facilitate the use
of co-basals and supplementary series as materials for basic reading
instruction in the first three grades. The second list of 970 words
includes words that are common to tow, three or four series. These
words are of value as they may be encountered, though not consistently,
when reading from any of the five basal reader series. The third list
Includes 817 words that are unique to one series. The words on this
list need to be specially taught for ease in the use of co-basals or
supplementary reading materials.
The five basal reader series studied were consistent in that
they controlled the vocabulary load on the primary level. There were
few words introduced on the pre-primer levels and word introduction
Increased toward the third grade.
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There was considerable variance among the levels of intro¬
duction of the words of this study. The rate of introduction table
showed the number of words introduced on each level from each reader
series. In comparing the specific words of each vocabulary list, it
was determined that the same words are not necessarily introduced on
the same level of instruction from series to series.
The vocabularies of the five basal reader series studied in¬
cludes a large number of the words found on the 220 Basic Sight
Vocabulary developed by Edward Dolch. The largest number of omissions
was thirteen words from the Macmillan series. Four of these words
were introduced in another form. The American series and the Scott-





Problem and methodology.—«In the changing society of today,
educators are constantly faced with the problem of pupil mobility.
With the transition from school to school comes the problem of pupil
adjustment. Every time a child transfers to a different school, he is
possibly being confronted with a new reading series. Teachers vary
in the approaches used to meet this situation.
There has been no one answer to the problem of pupil adjust¬
ment when changing basal reader series. There is however, a need to
know the vocabulary that a primary grade child will encounter when
it is necessary for him to change basal readers.
The problem involved in this study was to determine the dif¬
ferences in the vocabularies of five basal reader series to be used
in the primary grades, pre-primer through grade three.
The purpose of this study was to analyze the vocabularies of
five basal reader series in order to develop vocabulary lists which
would show;
1. Which words were common to all series
2. Which words were unique to one series
3. Which words appeared in two, three or four series
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In further analysis of the five basal reader series, the
following were determined:
1. The rate of Introduction of new words
2. The level on which the words are introduced
3. The words from each series that are found on
Dolch's 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary list.
The method of research employed in this study was descriptive
survey using the technique of content analysis.
The materials analyzed for this study were the five basal
reader series adopted for use by the Atlanta Board of Education.
Each basal reader series consisted of nine books representing the fol¬






Second reader level 1
Second reader level 2
Third reader level 1
Third reader level 2
The five basal readers used in this study were:
1. Emmett A. Betts and Carolyn M. Welch, Betts Basic Readers
(Atlanta: American Book Company, 1965).
2. Albert J, Harris and Mae Knight Clark, The Macmillan
Reading Program (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1965).
3. Paul McKee, M. Lucile Harrison, Annie McCowen and
Elizabeth Lehr, Reading for Meaning (Atlanta:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1963).
4. Helen M, Robinson, Marion Monroe and A. Sterl Artley,
The New Basic Readers (Atlanta: Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1962).
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5. William D. Sheldon, Queenie B. Mills, Merle B. Karnes
and Eleanor Z. Diesing, Sheldon Basic Reading Series
(Atlanta: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1963).
The vocabularies of the five basal reader series were alpha¬
betized and combined to form a master word list. In developing a
master word list, only the root words were included. The following ex¬
ceptions were made.
1. Contractions with one or more letters omitted
2. When adding s, ed, er, ies, or ly changed the meaning
of the word
3. Those words beginning with dis, un and re.
All proper nouns were omitted from the vocabulary list. The assumed
words from any series were not counted as new. Asstmied words were
those wods that were so designated in the teacher's guide not to be
taught as new words.
Summary of related literature.—The literature reviewed in
this study revealed the variance in the vocabularies offered in pri¬
mary readers. There have been vocabulary lists developed on the basis
of vocabulary studies.
Beginning several decades ago, efforts were made to control
the introduction of new words in the primary grades in order to foster
the development of word-recognition and word meaning skills. This
would enable the pupils to read the basal material with reasonable
fluency and comprehension. Control was also made more comprehensive
by selecting new words more carefully, by introducing them at more
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uniform intervals and reviewing them more frequently.^
Josephine MacLatchy and Frances Wardwell found that the eas~
iest method of appraising the difficulty of a book is by analysis of
its vocabulary. In the earliest stages of reading, the unfamiliar
words which the child meets in a single book must be kept at a mini¬
mum is the essential aspects of reading are not to be strangled by
2
the pressure of drill.
L. L. Krantz determined the relative difficulty of pre-primers,
primers, first, second, and third readers by the rate of introduction
of new words. The textbooks were analyzed word by word, page by page
in order to obtain accurate glossaries and vocabulary counts.
Lillian Gentry’s report gives the kindergarten and first grade
teachers a list of the common words which children will face as their
introductory reading material. This list will aid teachers in select¬
ing books with about the same vocabulary. From her study she developed
a list of 600 words. Two hundred fifty of the six hundred appeared in
three or more pre-primers, A second list of the next 125 words was
made. These words appear in nine pre-primers or less. The first 250
4
words appear in three or more pre-primers.
^Arthur I, Gates, "Vocabulary Control in Basal Reading
Material," Reading Teacher. XV (November, 1961), 197,
^MacLatchy and Wardwell, op. cit., XXVII, 200.
3L. L. Krantz, "Engineering A Primary-Grade Reading Program,"
Elementary School Journal, XL (March, 1945), 386.
^Gentry, op. cit.. pp. 525-29.
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Probably the most widely used vocabulary list for primary
grades in the Dolch 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary, This list was com¬
piled by Edward W. Dolch in 1936. It was his belief that a sight
vocabulary is necessary. The problem involved was to find a small
number of words that are so common in all reading matter that child¬
ren should know them instantly by sight.
Dolch compiled the results of three earlier studies to develop
his sight vocabulary. On the list no nouns are included. His reason
was nouns cannot be of universal use because each noun is tied to
special subject matter,^
C. R. Stone's report lists the one hundred words found to be
most important and presents a study of the comparative difficulty of
the pre-primers on the basis of vocabulary load, as determined by
simplicity of words and repetition. The list was obtained from a
study of twenty pre-primers.
The study revealed not a single word appeared in all twenty
pre-primers. The total nxnaber of different words appearing in the
twenty pre-primers was 359. At least 75% of the words in the pre¬
primers to be used as the child's first textbook should be within
2
these most important one hundred words,
Langston developed a core vocabulary based on the frequency of
use of words from two earlier studies conducted by Gross and Curtis,
^Dolch, op. cit.. 263-68.
^Stone, op. cit.. pp. 423-25.
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This vocabulary includes almost entirely the spoken language of child¬
ren at the age when they would enter school. The words in the core
vocabulary will have a carry-over value in reading throughout the pri¬
mary grades. It may be possible that the mastery of a core vocabulary
would reduce the number of unknown words to a point where the child
could turn with relative ease from the material in one pre-primer to
that in another.
Summary of the findings .—The following statements simmarize
the findings obtained by the detailed analysis of five basal reader
series.
1. There were a total of 2,368 words introduced from
pre-primer to third grade levels in five basal
reader series.
2. There were 581 words common to all five basal
reader series.
3. There were 970 words common to two , three or four
series.






5. The rate of introduction of new words was consistent
with the trend toward introducing a small number of
words on the pre-primer level and Increasing with
higher grade levels,
6. The average number of new words introduced in basal







7. By the end of the first grade the average number of













Scott-Foresman 5049.By the completion of the second grade the average cumu¬
lative vocabulary was 688.10.The average rate of Introduction for new words on the





Scott-Foresman 44311.By the end of the primary grades there was an average






12. There were 156 words introduced only at the first grade
level in two or more series.
13. There were 78 words introduced only at the second grade
level in two or more series.
14. There were 419 words introduced only on the third grade
level in two or more series.
15. The five basal reader series analyzed include the words
on the Dolch 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary with the follow¬









Conelusions.-»»The conclusions of this study are based on a
careful analysis of the vocabularies of five basal reader series for
grades one through three. Analysis and interpretation of the data en¬
abled the writer to make the conclusions listed below. The following
statements may be considered the basic conclusions of this study.
1. There is a vocabulary common to the five basal reader
series.
2. There are many words not common to all series but are
important because they appear in two, three or four
of the series analyzed.
3. There are many words that are unique to one series and
are important because they may be encountered when read¬
ing from another of the basal reader series of this
study.
4. The rate of introduction of new words vaired from series
to series at different levels.
5. Words, though they may be common to the five basal reader
series are not always introduced on the same level in the
different series.
6. Words that are common to two, three or four basal reader
series are not always Introduced on the same grade level
in all series,
7. The vocabularies of the five basal reader series included
an average of 212 words of the Dolch 220 Basic Sight
Vocabulary.
Implications.—The findings and conclusions of this study war¬
rant the following implications.
1. A vocabulary common to five basal reader series can be
taught as a core vocabulary.
2. A vocabulary common to two, three, or four series can
be taught as a vocabulary of second importance.
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3, Teachers will be aware of the words that are unique to
one series so that these words can be taught before
changing series.
4, Teachers will be cognizant of the accepted trend for a
few number of words introduced on the pre-primer levels
and the number increase toward the third grade level.
5. Teachers will be cognizant of the level of introduction
of words when changing from one series to another.
6. The Dolch*s 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary be considered a
standard word list.
Recommendations.—The following recommendations are made
based on the findings and conclusions of this study:
1. The vocabulary list common to five basal reader series
be considered the basic vocabulary for primary grades.
2. Teachers use the words on the vocabulary Lists II and
III for a supplementary word index for classroom reading
activities.
3. The master level list developed in this thesis be con¬
sidered a resource by teachers presently using one or
more of the series analyzed.
4. The Dolch’s 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary, even though
considered standard, should not be considered the mini-
minn words a primary grade child should know.
APPENDIX
Dolch 220 Basic Sight Vocabulary
a eat kind run warm
about eight know said was
after every laugh say wash
again fall let saw we
all far light see well
always fast like seven were
am find little shall went
an first live she what
and five look show when
any fly long sing where
are for made sit which
around found make six white
as four many sleep who
ask from may small why
at full me so will
ate funny much some wish
away gave must soon with
be get my start work
because give myself stop would
been go never take write
before goes now tell yellow
best going no ten yes
better good not thank you
big got now that your
black green of the
blue grow off their
both had old them
bring has on then
brown have one there
but he once these
buy help only they
by her open think
call here or this
came him our those
can his out three
carry hold over to
clean hot own today
cold how pick together
come hurt play too
could I please try
cut if pretty two
did in pull under
do into put up ,
does is ran upon
done it read us
don't its red use
down jump ride very
draw just right walk
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